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Abstract 

 
In modern society, creative and productive thinking skills are considered a top 

priority for survival, and numerous studies on thinking skill have been pouring out by 

researchers of academia and enterprise respectively. However, these studies of academia 

and enterprise are quite different from each other, and are sometimes even contradictory. 

Also, unscientifically confirmed thinking methodologies of enterprise are rampant, and 

misguided beliefs or common notions on thinking are prevalent in present society.  

First, in this context, this paper investigates human cognition, thinking skill, 

creativity, and the principles and limitations of thinking methodologies within the 

framework of cognitive science. This paper looks to offer insight in these areas. As the 

conclusion of these theoretical considerations, thinking is by no means a sinecure to 

control intentionally in itself, and artificial controlling on thinking entails a certain bias. 

That is, thinking methodologies may lead thinking in useless directions or to useless 

results. However, those methodologies and techniques on thinking as a pseudo theory 

generally enforce only artificial controlling, and this activity may hinder probability of 

creativity that is emergent from randomness or free-willing.  

Next, this paper investigates centrally analogical reasoning, a major principle of 

ideation, and proposes an improved method based upon the theoretical considerations 

above. The improved method of this study does not use one-sided use thinking 

techniques (i.e. analogical reasoning), instead, it proposes mixed thinking through a 

combination of techniques, randomness and free-willingness. Specifically, this proposal 

consists of two kinds of mixed forms. The first proposal is to combine free-association 

and analogical reasoning. In other words, this method uses thinking techniques after 

thinking free-willingly for a sufficient period of time. This may maximize performance 
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of voluntary thinking as well as minimize the constraining effects of thinking techniques. 

The second proposal is to combine randomness with systemicity on ideation. In other 

words, this method suggests using certain concepts which are random, irrelevant and 

opposite, on target beyond on specific concepts that are used in conventional thinking 

techniques – e.g. systematic clues, knowledge, schema, etc. This method may mitigate 

one side bias through systematic techniques as well as aid in the generation of creative 

ideas through whimsy unusualness. This paper denominates the above mixed method as 

hybrid metaphorming, and confirms its effect through two experiments on ideation.  

Experiment 1 was conducted with a task of finding a new function about a given 

target product, and experiment 2 was conducted with a conceptual design task in the 

field of industrial engineering. As the common result of the experiments, the hybrid 

metaphorming group as an experimental group showed the better performance than 

control groups that were applied with the conventional thinking technique (i.e. 

analogical reasoning) or free-association in terms of quantity and quality of idea.  

In summary, this paper offers theoretical consideration and insight on thinking and 

ideation against the misguided beliefs of conventional thinking methodologies. Also, it 

proposes an improved method and supports its effect through experimental results. 

Therefore, this research is not only meaningful in the field of thinking and creativity of 

academia, but also is valuable in terms of practicality in modern day society. 

 

Keywords: hybrid-metaphorming, ideation, thinking tools, creativity, cognitive 

constraints 

Student Number: 2010-22975 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

How important is thinking? Is life without thinking possible? Kirby and Goodpaster 

(2006) claimed that thinking is the most important thing in our world, more important 

than even breathing. As society develops, the importance of thinking becomes more and 

more important. Human productivity is more dependent on knowledge of workers than 

on physical labor. Belaboring the point, higher thinking ability is a vital factor for 

survival in modern society (Drucker, 2001 & 2006).   

How do we think better than we do in our present moment? How do we become 

creative? In academia and enterprise, creativity and innovation are considered a top 

priority value, and researchers are struggling to improve cognition skill. Interestingly, 

the efforts of academia and enterprise are quite different in both the broad aspects of 

their approach and in their minute details.  

First, in enterprise – specifically engineering and business consulting – managers and 

consultants focus on a specific situation in a real environment in terms of practicality, 

achievement, management, and development. Through this process they have devised 

various methods, techniques, and proposals that can be applied directly to their problems, 

and have claimed an effectiveness of those methods (Oech, 1983; Atshuller, 1979; 

Treffinger et al., 2000; Fogler et al., 1994; de Bono, 1995). But these claims lack 

theoretical or scientific confirmation. Though most consultants on thinking 

methodologies insist on the effect of their methods, is it truly possible to improve human 

thinking ability as they say? Is it really useful to solve problems?  

On the other hand, in academia–specifically, cognitive psychology, educational 

psychology and pedagogy – researchers have investigated memory, problem solving, 

decision making and judgment, and have drawn empirical conclusions from the 

laboratory environment (Anderson, 1995). Still, these studies may not reflect practical 
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reality (Greeno, 1989; Kirsh, 2009), and may be useless when applied directly to 

situations facing real world companies and societies. That is, cognitive scientists have 

concentrated on measurement and verification rather than development of cognition 

skills on creativity. 

These studies and efforts of academia and enterprise pursue desirable outcomes. 

They seek to better human beings and better society as a whole. But their approaches 

have differences, each with their pros and cons. These disparities or gaps – e.g. research 

of academia and methodologies of enterprise, the lab and the real world, understanding 

of the phenomena and building to improve – all must converge. Given this context, this 

study seeks a convergence of theories and practices on thinking, and focuses on how to 

improve ideation skills by means of empirical research. The specific purposes of this 

study are the following:  

The first purpose is to seek exact theoretical consideration and insight on thinking 

and thinking methodology against misguided beliefs or common notions within the 

framework of cognitive science. Therefore, this research focuses extensively on 

cognition and thinking in its early stages.  

The second purpose is to propose better methods of ideation. Narrowing the scope of 

research from just cognition, this research focuses on the principles and methods of 

ideation. Specifically, this study discusses analogical reasoning and extends its usage 

through several proposals for improvement. More concretely, the proposals of this study 

will be called: hybrid metaphorming, and will represent the core of this research.  

The third purpose is to support the effectiveness of hybrid metaphorming with 

experimental results. In order to be a practical laboratory study, psychological 

experiments have to measure traits of thinking as well as deal with realistic tasks in 

business and everyday life. Therefore, this paper confirms usefulness of hybrid 

metaphorming though both realistic and practical tasks.   
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In order to complete these objectives, many pages were allocated for theoretical 

issues. After the theoretical explorations, this paper will discuss the experiments. 

Specifically, Part II (II–1~4) describes thinking, creativity, thinking methodology, and 

the principles of ideation – especially, their critical issues and limitations. At the end of 

Part II (II–5), there is a summary of theoretical issues, after that, the hypotheses and the 

design of the experiments. Part III describes two experiments to support hypotheses of 

this study. Part IV summarizes results, discusses further study, and finalizes the 

implications of this research.  
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II. THEORETICAL ISSUES 
 

First, some issues are raised in this study. Are humans enough good at thinking in 

terms of cognition? What factors prevent humans from thinking productively and 

creatively? What is creativity? Is it useful to use thinking methodologies or techniques 

for creativity? Is there a limit to their effectiveness? If so, what is the specific limit? 

Ultimately, how can we improve on our present thinking ability? 

Answers to these questions are in the following order - thinking as cognition, 

creativity as outcome of thinking, thinking tools as aids for creativity, and ideation 

principles of thinking tools. In other words, in narrowing the scope of research from 

cognition to ideation, this study discusses its critical issues in depth. Specifically, this 

study offers insight about thinking skill, it criticizes using thinking methodologies 

without discernment, and proposes better methods as hypotheses to improve ideation. In 

other words, the kernel theme of this research is to propose a way to improve our 

abilities of ideation, rather than improve our overall ability of thinking. 

 

Figure 1. An architecture of theoretical issues in this paper 
Note. Ideation techniques are a part of thinking methodologies to improve creativity.  
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2.1. Research on thinking as cognition 
 

Why aren't we good at creative thinking? There are a lot of terminologies that 

describe the phenomena of the human being who cannot usually think creatively, 

terminologies that express the limitations of our thinking – e.g. cognitive bias, mental 

set, functional fixedness, mental block, psychological inertia (Altshuller, 1979), prison 

of familiarity (Oech, 1983). None of these terms explain the cause, they are no more 

than metaphorical descriptions of phenomena. What is the real cause? Why is the 

thinking ability of humans limited? There are abundant studies – case by case 

phenomena and specific experiments – in cognitive science, but few studies summarize 

clearly the limitations of cognition. This chapter summarizes them and provides insight 

on cognition through reviewing the previous studies distributed sporadically. In 

conclusion, this chapter describes constraints and general tendencies on thinking. 

 

2.1.1 The constraints on thinking 

 

First of all, thinking as cognition can be departmentalized into multiple subordinate 

domains – e.g. memory, problem solving and reasoning, metacognition, transfer, 

attention and situated cognition. Each have their limitations. This chapter discusses the 

specific limitations of subordinate domains individually. Roughly, those are classed as 

two – cognitive constraints as internal perspective to human being and environmental 

constraints as external perspective from one. 

The cognitive constraints 

In a narrow sense, cognitive constraints are innate and intrinsic limitations on human 

cognition. As described earlier, there are several sub-areas in cognition.   
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The first constraint is on memory. First of all, the human mind is generally 

considered an information processing system (Newell & Simon, 1972) and the process 

of hypothesis generation can be expressed in roughly three stages: search – retrieve – 

assess (Gettys & Fisher, 1979; Nickerson, 1986). This process stands for dealing with 

information in memory. That is, characteristics of memory affect critically on thinking 

skill. In previous studies, Dougherty and Hunter’s (2003) research demonstrated that 

thinking performance – generation and evaluation of hypothesis – depends on W/M 

capacity. It relies on accessibility and availability of memory. Specifically, Libby's study 

(1985) demonstrated that accessibility of memory is determinable by frequency and 

recency of the information perceived. Also, availability of memory can be different by 

given cue (Tuvling & Pearlstone, 1966). In summary, the more memory activates – e.g. 

the larger the W/M capacity, the more frequently it retrieves, and the more given cue, a 

thinker tends to generate ideas more and more, and vice versa. In conclusion, these 

characteristics of memory may provoke limitations of thinking. 

The second constraint is on problem solving and reasoning. To start, it is reasonable 

to assume that the outcome of problem solving is determined by the kinds of thinking 

that are in use, the style of thinking that is used, and how much effort put in. In other 

words, the type, mode, and effort of thinking are vital factors (Evans, 2011; Stanovich, 

1993). In the previous study, the type of thinking is categorized as two things – type1, 

type2 – in a view of dual-process theory (Evans, 2003, 2011 & 2012). Type1 means 

system1 as intuitive mind, and type2 means system2 as reflective mind. Even though 

there are some controversies (Gigerenzer, 2004), type2 – goal oriented, strategic, logical, 

analytic, and elaborative thinking – is usually better than type1 – intuition or heuristics. 

However, the thinking ability of type2 is limited in various situations – e.g. structuring a 

problem, finding a solution, evaluating alternatives and so on. This strategic and logical 

thinking ability is limited in itself (Engelmanna & Gettys, 1985; Wason, 1966; Hogarth, 
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1987). On the other hand, thinking skill of type1, of course, is limited as well. The 

previous studies about hypothesis generation were referred specific methods of type1 as 

‘win-stay, lose-shift’, ‘customary strategy’. And those strategies were shown as 

shortcomings of thinking (Gettys & Ficsher, 1979; Mehle, 1982). Finally, regardless of 

type1, type2, thinking ability is limited.  

Next, thinking mode means the style of thinking – e.g. divergent or convergent, 

vertical or lateral (horizontal) thinking (Evans, 2011). The previous study had shown 

that searching information and generating hypotheses was limited by divergent thinking 

skill (Engelmanna & Gettys, 1985). That is, thinking modes may provoke limitations on 

thinking skill.  

Finally, on the effort put into thinking, people generally come up with a solution to a 

problem through using an optimal strategy – e.g. heuristics is such a method of 

moderation. It is not the best strategy, but rather, it is an insufficient one, because people 

don’t take full advantage of their resources to solve their problem. This phenomenon is 

referred as dysrationalia (Stanovich, 1993, 1999, 2009 & 2012) and cognitive miser 

(Fiske & Taylor, 1984).  Gettys et al.’s (1987) research showed that participants didn’t 

maximize their effort on the hypothesis generation task, even though they were provided 

with unlimited time and monetary compensation. In other words, the effort on thinking 

is limited, and its outcome is limited as well. If one goes further, of course, the 

economic rewards incentive is able to force up the quality and quantity of the idea 

(Toubia, 2005), however, due to Weber-Fechner law on financial compensation and 

psychological rewards, the relationship between external rewards and thinking 

performance is not linear. Finally, with whichever method chosen, the efforts on 

thinking and performance are limited. In summary, type, mode and effort of thinking – 

all of them have shortcomings. That is, these all can be considered constraints on 
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thinking. 

 

The third constraint is on metacognition. Above memory, problem solving and 

reasoning in general cognition are controlled by metacognition. For instance, in a 

process of hypothesis generation, metacognition executes the monitoring, regulating, 

and judgment of a certain process – searching information, generating ideas and 

evaluating a generated hypothesis. However, those metacognitive executions are limited 

(Dunlosky & Mecalfe, 2009). Specifically, representative shortcomings of 

metacognition are referred to as an over/under-confidence and a feeling of knowing. 

That is, generally, people do not judge the correctness of their own ideas well (Gettys et 

al., 1986; Koehler, 1994). Also, they easily believe what they know, despite actually 

often not knowing it (Dunlosky & Mecalfe, 2009; Dunlosky & Bjork, 2008). In 

conclusion, flaws of metacognition skill can be treated as cognitive constraints on 

thinking. 

The fourth constraint is on transfer. Generally, phenomena of transfer rarely appear 

in learning or thinking (Sinley & Anderson, 1989). In other words, human usually aren’t 

able to apply certain knowledge or a certain skill from one situation in which they were 

trained or learned to another new situation in a similar context. In the previous studies 

about analogical transfer, the ability of transfer accompany with abstraction and 

analogical reasoning (Welling, 2007). However, these abilities and transfer are limited 

(Gick & Holyoak, 1983). Finally, limitations of transfer are cognitive constraints on 

thinking.  

The fifth constraint is on attention and mind-wandering. Distribution of attention can 

be considered a degradation of thinking. The more difficult a task is, the more the 

cognitive load increases, and the more attention decreases. Conversely, the more a task 

is easy, the more redundancy W/M increase, and mind-wandering increases (Johnson et 
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al, 2003, Plass et al., 2010). Both cases mean distribution of attention or degradation of 

thinking, and it depends on the difficulty or ease of the task. Also, problem solving or 

target of thinking corresponds somewhat with difficulty. Finally, these traits of attention 

may provoke cognitive constrains on thinking.  

The environmental constraints 

To the extent that the above contents treat internal constraints, the following 

describes external constraints. In other words, these can be represented as matters of 

environmental constraint and situated cognition.  Thinking is tied up in the context of a 

given situation and it is impossible to think outside of our environment in a view of 

situated cognition. Kirsh (2009) emphasized the situational factors as resource, 

knowledge, various cognitive tools (ex, paper and pen, etc.), scaffolding, and epistemic 

actions. In addition, all kinds of things – task, objective, time, others – are tied up in 

thinking. These environmental factors may or may not aid in maximizing or optimizing 

thinking. The environment itself can be an aid while at the same time it can be a 

constraint or hindrance. 

 

2.1.2 The general tendency on thinking  

 

The cognitive constraints above represent individually domain-specific limitations of 

cognition, and a synthesizing of these constraints provokes a certain tendency. That is, 

there are universal and general tendencies on thinking and cognition, and these 

tendencies can be represented through popular terms such as bias, bounded, wandering, 

conformity & susceptibility. These tendencies, of course, in concert with cognitive 

constraints, indicate the shortcomings of cognition. 

The first tendency on thinking is Wandering. The human mind isn't able to 

concentrate on an ongoing thing continuously and cannot help but wander incessantly 
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and hang around endlessly. This phenomenon is called, “mind wandering” and, Mason 

et al.’s (2007) research referred it as the default mode of the human mind. That is, the 

wandering mind innately impedes general thinking. 

The second tendency is Bias, a popular term in cognitive science – especially in the 

fields of memory and thinking. The human mind tends to progress toward one side. As a 

result, thinking skills are degraded (Schacter, 2002, Heath et al., 1998). Heath et al.’s 

(1998) research referred these phenomena as individual shortcomings. Concretely, in the 

following situation - (1) Simple versus Complex, (2) Domain-Specific versus Domain-

General, (3) Corrective versus Preventative, (4) Familiar versus Novel, (5) Social versus 

Individual, (6) Top-Down versus Bottom-Up, human’s thinking is biased and, cognitive 

repairs to overcome this also can’t avoid other biases.  

The third tendency is Bounded. Human’s rationality is expressed as limited and 

bounded, and thinking is also this way (Simon, 1957; Klaes & Sent, 2005). As 

mentioned above, humans as the cognitive miser usually do not do their best in terms of 

cognitive effort. Finally, cognitive ability itself is bounded, as are behaviors and efforts 

to maximize cognitive abilities, it is a double curse. Here, as an antithetical perspective 

on bounded rationality, optimized or customized rationality is also just optimization – 

it’s never maximization. Additionally, in considering these points, thinking itself can be 

improved with even just effort to think. Even without special methods or tools, just only 

instruction like - ‘think hard’ or ‘be creative’, is able to promote thinking and 

improvement (Csikszentmihaly, 1996).  

The forth tendency is Conformity and Susceptibility. The human mind reveals 

conformity, adaptivity, receptivity and susceptibility. Specifically, Smith et al. (1993) 

referred to the conformity effect in analogical reasoning. Participants had shown 

constraints by cue or instruction on ideation. In addition, human memory is so sensitive 

that it reveals susceptibility (Schacter, 2002, Chan et al 2009). Susceptibility is referred 
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to as a phenomenon in which reasoning or thinking is induced by wrong information or 

incorrect hints. In conclusion, all of these indicate negative phenomena that humans 

accept passively about the external stimulus. 

Although the general tendencies on thinking were represented through several 

concepts, these by no means describe all tendencies. In addition, even though research 

of cognitive psychology is rare, homeostasis of cognition (Calfee, 1981) is considerable. 

For example, it is a tendency to minimize changes from external stimulus. That is, the 

human mind may reveal such obstinacy. Also, another is considerable. That is to 

accommodate differently depending on the individual. However, all of them also do not 

indicate tendencies to maximize cognitive skills.  

 

As a conclusion of this chapter, thinking as cognition can be departmentalized into 

multiple subordinate domains, and there are limitations to each of them. That is, the 

constraints on thinking are considered a result of synthesizing the limitations of each 

one. So, cognition and thinking are not so simple that they can be represented through 

single terms like block or inertia, what’s more, they cannot be improved dramatically 

using consulting tools or thinking methodologies. It is a complex system. The 

characteristics and tendencies of cognition may be determined by complexity and 

connectivity between subdomains of cognition.  
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2.2. Research on creativity as outcome of thinking 
 

This chapter narrows down the scope of this study from thinking as cognition into 

creativity that can be considered as a result of thinking. 

 

2.2.1 Definition & property of creativity 

 

What is creativity? There are, so far forth as desire of fulfillment toward creativity, 

and there are plenty of various definitions and discussions about it. ? There is a desire 

for the fulfillment toward creativity, and there are plenty of various definitions and 

discussions about it. However, the present definition of creativity that most researchers 

have consented to is represented as novelty and usefulness (Sternberg et al., 2004; 

Amabile, 1996). That is, the definition of creativity itself implicates a fruition of 

thinking in the real world. And, it entails the others subjective judgments in nature. 

Amabile (1996) claimed it is useful for research of creativity to appraise the traits of 

results and products, and the majority of studies do so.  In this context, this study 

focuses on creativity as outcome of thinking. 

Above all, let us consider the concept and meaning of creativity historically. In 

ancient times, creativity had been considered God’s gift that humans can’t control or 

develop. But this concept has transitioned as we have passed through the centuries - the 

age of the Renaissance, the Enlightenment, the Behaviorism, the Cognitivism and now – 

from innate talent to general cognition that can be developed like intelligence (Simonton, 

2004; Runco & Albert, 2010). Corresponding to these present changes, various methods 

of enhancing creativity intentionally are pouring out from all fields. According to the 

creativity techniques section of the Mycoted Corporations website, the number of these 

training methods or techniques is about 192. In other words, with aspirations for 
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creativity and the belief that we are able to achieve improved creative output, people are 

generating a lot of methods and changing the social environment throughout the industry 

and the education.  

However, can all of creativity be accomplished through learning or training? 

Considering the properties of creativity, they are represented by fluency, flexibility, 

originality, elaboration (Guilford, 1950), chance, chaos, randomness, and 

unpredictability (Boden, 1994). Here is, some of them - chance, chaos, randomness, 

unpredictability – are out of control. Does controlled chaos make sense? In other words, 

creativities properties and people’s efforts to fulfill it are contradictory.  

In conclusion, the present recognition and efforts toward improved creativity may 

achieve a certain degree or result. In other words, creativity is somewhat predictable, but 

never deterministic (Simonton, 2004). It cannot be said that creativity can be realized by 

only intentional controlling on thinking and environment. Rather, the intentionality may 

provoke constraints on thinking. Also, creativity can be achieved through the unintended 

thinking – free-willingness or random thinking. 

 

2.2.2 Approaches for achieving creativity   

 

In cognitive psychology as science, studies on special methods or techniques that 

focus solely on creativity are rare. However, as noted by repeating, various thinking 

methodologies have been devised in the society or the industry. The following explores 

those approaches toward creativity.  

The properties of creativity mentioned above can be divided into two sides of control 

– possibility and impossibility. In extension, the efforts or approaches for creativity can 

also be categorized into two types. One is the artificial, strategic and systematic way. 

The other is the way that seeks random and unexpected results. In this study, the former 
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will be named as a systematic approach, and the latter is named as a random approach. 

This classification is similar to the horizontal-vertical mentoring that was mentioned by 

Keinänen and Gardner (2004). The concept of vertical and horizontal indicates a relation 

between a mentor and a mentee. Instruction is the kernel of the former, autonomy is the 

kernel of the latter. The above concepts of systematic and random approaches are in 

collusion with the concepts of vertical-horizontal mentoring.  

First, the systematic approach pursues an aspect of creativity that can be 

accomplished through intentionality or effort. This means educational creativity (Smith 

& Smith, 2010), developmental creativity (Russ & Fiorelli, 2010), and it can be named 

as bounded creativity, forced creativity. Most thinking methods and techniques – i.e. 

systematic, goal-oriented strategic, artificial methods – may be classified as the 

systematic approach. For specific examples, there are CPS (Treffinger et al., 2000), 

Brainstorming, Six thinking hats (de Bono, 1986), TRIZ (Atshuller, 1979), Synetics 

(Gorden, 1961), 6sigma, along with all kinds of other formal and logical tools. However, 

there are skeptical perspectives on this approach that question whether these are true 

creativity, whether these efforts are truly useful. In other words, this approach – i.e. an 

effort to accomplish creativity as an objective, time pressure and forced performance – 

can provoke negative consequences (Amabile et al, 2002). 

Next, the random approach pursues the uncontrollability of creativity. This 

unpredictable creativity can be represented as the prepared mind (Kounious et al, 2006), 

forced incubation (Wells, 1996) and serendipity (Smith & Ward, 2012). Humans, as 

much as they desire for creativity, have yearned to control even the uncontrollable. For 

instance, there are efforts and trials to implement randomness or contingency 

intentionally, such as construction of fancy free circumstances and spontaneous 

workspace, encouraging free-willingness, and random thinking. In addition, as specific 
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examples of thinking methods, there is lateral thinking, Random Input, PO (Bono, 1995), 

meditation, contemplation, free association, random thinking, and so on.  

 

In summary, there are two kinds of approaches for creativity – the systematic and the 

random approach, and most thinking methods or techniques are involved in the former. 

This one sided and biased approach is inconsistent with the importance of 

uncontrollability as a critical property of creativity, and may provoke a certain tendency 

toward disdain for random thinking, and also suppress free-willing thinking, random 

thinking – as in, “Creativity Under the Gun” (Amabile, 2002). This may decrease the 

possibility of creativity that is derived by randomness and free-willingness.   
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2.3. Research on thinking tools as aids for creativity 
  

This chapter specifies a subject of this research on creativity: a methodology to 

support our thinking skill. First, all methodologies for improving thinking (ideation 

techniques, problem solving theory and methods, logical techniques, and all sorts of 

guidelines for thinking) can be called thinking tools. Taking this into account, this 

chapter describes the general features and limitations of thinking tools. 

 

2.3.1 The general features of thinking tools 

  

How can thinking tools support thinking? The answer is very different depending on 

situation, purpose, task, and objective. Thinking tools can be classified in 4 types - 

consulting tools in business, industrial tools in manufacturing, engineering tools in R&D, 

and ideation tools in everyday living and general fields - by applied fields as external 

perspective from user. However, those can be specified as 5 parts - idea generation, idea 

implementation, idea selection, process definition, and process (according to the 

Mycoted corporations website) – by the flow of thinking as internal perspective. 

Roughly, thinking tools have two aspects - process and ideation. That is, the kernel of 

thinking tools is that they can be considered aids in both process and ideation. 

Specifically, thinking tools offer guidelines for direction and sequence in different 

aspects of process, and can act as sources of ideas to promote ideation during those 

processes. Next, let’s explore the characteristics of thinking tools in terms of process 

and ideation.  

First, in an aspect of process, most thinking tools generally suppress using heuristics 

or random thinking, instead, they force users to control procedures and sequences of 

thinking. That is, thinking tool users are urged to clarify objectives, and think by 
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strategies, sequences, and stages. Here is an example of a sequence: situation analysis – 

problem and root cause analysis – goal setting – finding solution – reviewing and 

execution. Representative thinking tools are PDCA, TRIZ, CPS, Six thinking hats, Six-

sigma and so on. These tools can be divided as two sorts - one is highlighted by strict 

logic and the other is not, but the key is to control the process. 

Second, in an aspect of ideation, thinking tools offer all sorts of food for thought (e.g. 

appropriate knowledge, data sources, instructions, etc.) and promote divergent thinking 

through using them. Representative thinking tools are Brainstorming, Synectics, 

Osborn's checklist & SCAMPER (1963), de Bono's CoRT, TRIZ and so on. These tools 

provide foods for thought directly and indirectly, but the key is to offer sources.   

In conclusion, thinking tools support thinking by guiding both process and ideation. 

And, conjecturably, thinking tools may have demerits in themselves – i.e. in aspects of 

both process and ideation. 

 

2.3.2 The limitations of thinking tools  

 

As no one agrees on a single perfect method, thinking tools have several critical 

shortcomings in terms of the tool itself, cognition, and execution. However many 

consultants in business overlook these points and they are overconfident in their tools. 

The following describes the limitations of thinking tools. 

The first limitation is a given tools appropriateness for a specific task. The variety of 

tasks and problems that need to be solved are so diverse. Considering all kinds of 

problems in all areas – e.g. management, marketing, engineering, research, and art – 

there are clearly more differences than commonalities. Thinking tools have been 

generalized extremely to be applied to such a variety problems. However, can those 

generalized tools be enough useful in a specific task? For example, is Bono’s Six 
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Thinking Hats useful in a task to design a car? Is Brainstorming useful to solve a 

problem of physics? Though Brainstorming is the most popular technique, its usefulness 

is negated in terms of efficiency and effectiveness (Muellen et al., 1991). That is, 

thinking tools have to be developed properly depending on a specific situation or a 

problem. Only after that can their effectiveness be expected. However, there is such a 

vast variety of problems that need solving, that a truly optimized and customized tool 

does not exist. This is a limitation of thinking tools.  

The second is completeness of thinking tools. Assuming that a certain thinking tool 

has devised for a given task, can that thinking tool offer the most fit process or ideation 

on the problem? For example, when you design a new water purifier, if you use such a 

thinking tool, can innovative products be drawn certainly? Thinking process cannot be 

standardized and it is difficult to control in respect of cognition. Also, nobody can 

provide valuable ideation sources certainly. In other words, thinking tools can’t be 

perfect, there is no miracle key.  

The third focus on the matter of effectiveness and efficiency of tools. As mentioned 

above with the situation that has negated the appropriateness and the completeness, the 

current thinking tools pursue generality about problems or tasks. That is, thinking tools 

have been developed toward a form that can be applied universally, regardless of types 

of problems and situations. However, it is analogous to the size of a net knot used in 

fishing. That is, it has to be suitable to catch a size of a specific fish. If the net knot is 

too large, it can’t catch the target fish. And, if the net knot is too small, then it will catch 

even unnecessary fishes. In other words, the thinking tools have to guide toward 

desirable direction and process. However, the more it is generalized, the more the gap 

between the tool and the problem is increases. Then the effectiveness is decreased. 

Conversely, the more it is specified, the more unnecessary thinking is increased. Then, 

the efficiency is decreased. In this trade-off situation, the generalized thinking tools are 
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negated in terms of their effectiveness. If one goes further, using these wrong tools 

obstinately may even degrade efficiency. The previous studies have shown clearly that 

Brainstorming is less effective and less efficient than thinking individually (Casey, 

Gettys, & Pliske, 1984; Diehl & Stroebe, 1987 & 1991).   

The fourth is insufficiency of proposals or sources for a solution. This is about how 

useful the source provided is. Most thinking tools offer instructions about initial framing, 

but after that, contents for finding solutions are often very plain or even useless. Most of 

them (e.g. Synetics, or Brainstorming) usually offer indirect sources or such instructions 

– Specifically, ‘should collect data or information’, ‘imagine from experience’, ‘use 

surrounding resource’, and like this. On the other hand, some of them do provide 

specific solutions or specific guides, but they too have their demerits. For instance, 

TRIZ has a massive database of knowledge and all sorts of principles for solutions. 

However, the huge knowledge database creates a great difficulty in searching, and the 

various principles also entail limitations on the ability of transfer from the abstract 

principle into the specific situation. That is, the user can’t parlay the principles properly. 

Finally, these indicate insufficiency of thinking tools. 

So far, the first four have been are issues with the tools themselves. The fifth is a 

matter of cognition. As mentioned earlier, cognition or thinking has a tendency toward 

bias and conformity, so cognitive repairs to reform cognitive shortcomings entail several 

trade–offs, and may also even cause another bias or conformity (Heath et al., 2008; 

Smith et al, 1993). In addition, artificial controls on thinking degrade random and free-

willing thinking. Finally, thinking tools can be a guide and a bias at same time. 

The sixth is an issue which can occur in execution. Specific examples are following: 

a case that is using tools without exact learning, understanding or training; a case that is 

not trying to solve the problem, but fettering the formality of the tools; a case that takes 
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on a passive attitude; a case that is not considering options beyond tools, etc. There are a 

lot of problems when users execute or use thinking methodologies.  

 

In conclusion, the thinking tool is not perfect in itself. Also, its limitations are 

obvious in terms of cognitive constraints and executions. Though many consultants deal 

with their tools easily, and are overconfident in them without consideration of these 

demerits, thinking tools are a double-edged sword – a guide and a bias. In order to think 

better and use tools properly, it is necessary to aware of these shortcomings. 
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2.4. Research on ideation principles of thinking tools 
 

As mentioned above, thinking tools have two aspects: process and ideation. Here, being 

excepted procedural aspect, this chapter focuses on ideation. The following discusses 

theoretical principles to promote ideation and its issues. 

 

2.4.1 Metaphorming as ideation principles 

  

What is the principle of ideation? Conceptual combination and analogy are both 

mentioned frequently in cognitive psychology as the principles of generating ideas 

(Ward & Kolomyts, 2010; Smith & Ward, 2012; Welling, 2007; Hampton, 1987; Genter 

& Markman, 1997). If so, what is the theoretical background of analogy and conceptual 

combination? Koestler (1964), in his book titled, ‘The act of creation’, argued that new 

thought may be generated by connections between different concepts. This was 

denominated:  bisociation. Another famous researcher, Lakeoff (1980) referred to a 

conceptual metaphor that is an understanding and expanding one thing in terms of 

another. And, in similar terms, there are numerous terminologies and researches – e.g. 

bisociation (Koestler, 1964), metaphor (Lakeoff, 1980), analogy (Genter, 1983; Holyoak 

& Thagard, 1997), remote analogy (Spencer & Weisberg, 1986), remote association 

(Mednick, 1962), combination (Medin & Shoben, 1988; Sifonis and Ward, 1998), 

conceptual combination (Thagard, 1984; Hampton, 1987), conceptual synthesis 

integration (Fauconnier & Turner, 1998), morphological synthesis (Allen, 1962), 

conceptual projection (Fouconnier & Turner, 1994 & 2002), structure mapping (Genter, 

1983).  

Though there are too many terms and researchers to explain the process and 

principles from which new ideas can be derived, the common kernel of those terms is 
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extension of thought by connection between two semantic concepts, and amplification 

incessantly with feedback from those extensions. Fouconnier and Turner (2002), a 

cognitive scientist and linguist respectively, integrated all terms mentioned above into 

one term: conceptual blending. In using this concept – connecting and blending between 

concepts, they had established Conceptual blending theory to explain the way we think. 

It is based on linguistics and language. And in the same vein, in psychology, these 

concepts – the connection and extension between concepts - have been studied with 

analogical reasoning and experiments (Genter, 1998).   

Theoretical discussion, to sum it up, the kernel is connections among concepts and its 

expansion can be the cyclic amplification process of connection. The type of connection 

can be basically compartmentalized into combination and analogy. In summary, here 

follows a table and a figure. 

 

 Analogical 
reasoning 

(in psychology) 
or 

Conceptual blending 
(in linguistics) 

Analogy 

Analogy,  
remote analogy,  

metaphor,  
conceptual projection,  

structure mapping 

Combination 

Combination,  
conceptual combination, 

remote association,  
bisociation,  

conceptual integration, 
morphological synthesis 

Table 1. A categorization of terminologies about the ideation principles 
Note. The table 1 shows various terms in cognitive psychology, cognitive linguistics, etc. All 
detail terms can be categorized into analogy and combination, and both of them are represented 
as analogical reasoning in psychology and as conceptual blending in linguistics. 
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Figure 2. A simple model of analogy and combination 
Note. The figure 2 is a simple model to explain analogy and combination using Fouconnier and 
Turner (2002)’s conceptual blending model in terms of the process to emergent new idea. A and 
B indicate a target domain and a source domain respectively. A’ and C’ are newly drawn ideas or 
concepts. A’ is by analogy and C’ is by combination.  
 

Here, let’s move the topic of discussion from the principle to ideation tools. Most 

ideation tools provide instructive proposals to promote or stimulate thought – e.g. ‘Let’s 

apply this’, ‘Associate this’, ‘Imagine using this’, ‘Analogize using this’. In other words, 

the principles behind ideation tools are analogy and combination. Specific ideation tools 

that use these principles are Synectics, the inventive principles of TRIZ, lateral thinking, 

free association method, and so on. They encourage using analogy and combination, but 

this classification about analogy and combination is just theoretical, and it is not needed 

in aspect of practical use. So then, the present study denominates them as metaphorming 

by integrating both of them, which is Siler’s (1999) term that means using others (i.e. 

concept or anything) to promote or extend ideation in the same context. This is an 

emphasized expression, using it vigorously as methods in this study.  
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2.4.2 The features of metaphorming 

  

Metaphorming (i.e. using analogy & combination) is the principle of ideation tools. 

How then can we maximize the use of metaphorming? Let's advance the theoretical 

discussion. The kernel of analogy and combination is the connection between the two 

concepts, where one of them is already determined. In other words, the target domain is 

given as the target of thinking or ideation. If so, the thing that plays a crucial role in 

ideation may actually be the source. In other words, the value of new idea that is 

emergent by using analogy or combination, is determined by value of the source domain. 

For example, when a subject uses an analogy for the design of a bike, the emergent ideas 

are certainly different depending on whether the source concept is a ceramic or a book. 

What can be a valuable source and what are its qualifications? Let’s advance this 

discussion from the previous studies.  

First, what can be a valuable source? In previous studies, any target of perception and 

memory can be a source. For example: idea, concept, word, knowledge, experience, 

schema, case, or visual form can all be a source (Smith et al., 2012; Smith et al., 1993). 

In particular, in the studies of analogy, when highlighting aspects of retrieval of memory, 

the degree of abstract-concrete (abstract-specific level) is referred to frequently (Ward & 

Kolomyts, 2010). Ball et al.’s study (2004) referred to it as the schema-driven analogy 

(between domains) and case-driven analogy (in domain). That implicates the degree of 

abstraction-concretion about knowledge in memory (i.e. abstract-specific level). 

Experimentally, the expert usually uses the former, and the novice uses the latter (Dixon 

& Johnson, 2011). In addition, analogy is closely related to abstraction as an operation 

of creativity (Welling, 2007). Therefore, the advantage or result of the same word or 

concept given as the source can be significantly different based on the user’s abilities in 

abstraction and memory. 
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Next, which sources can be useful? Let’s explore the qualifications of valuable 

sources. The first condition is the concrete-abstract dimension. Though this is a term 

that expresses the ease of image-forming (Paivio, 1969), this concept is able to be 

applied in analogies using memory and perception. Smith et al.’s (1993) research has 

shown that the closer the source gets toward specific examples or concrete words, the 

greater the constraining effect. This effect has appeared despite instruction not to apply 

or use the source. In an extension, Ward et al. (2004) noted that creative ideas could be 

derived from abstract concepts. Conversely, routine ideas can be derived from the 

concrete concepts. This is similar to the schema/case driven analogy (Ball et al, 2004). 

Finally, the value of a source is related to the trade-off between the concreteness and the 

abstractness of the source. The specific source may lead to many, low quality ideas, and 

abstract source may lead to more work and fewer ideas, but the ideas created will be 

more valuable.  

The second condition is mental leaps. Holyoak & Thagard (1995) referred mental 

leaps to describe the pros and cons of analogy. Analogy plays a role in extending 

understanding, but also deriving misunderstanding or coming up with useless ideas. A 

popular example, which has shown the demerits of analogy, is the analogy (or metaphor) 

between the mind and the computer. As a side effect of the analogy, it misguided a 

direction of research about the mind, or exposed limitations of a computational approach. 

In this context, the outcome of analogy depends on the semantic distance between target 

and source. Here, semantic distance can be understood in the same context as mental 

leaps in psychology (Holyoak & Thagard(1995) and semantic leaps in linguistics 

(Coulson, 1995, 1997 & 2001). In addition, the three types of analogies in Dunbar’s 

(1995) research – local analogies, regional analogies, long distance analogies – may be 

considered a classification by distances between semantic domains. Finally, it is 

necessary to leap properly between source and target, when a subject uses analogy – i.e. 
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proper semantic distance. If the semantic distance is extremely short or long, a useless 

idea or nothing at all may be derived. So, how can we make the proper semantic 

distance? In other words, how can judge whether any word or concept is going to be 

useful? Of course, it is impossible to predict it exactly. As well as the appropriate 

analogy may be the posteriori judgment to explain the results or phenomena, because 

analogy plays roles in prospective generating as well as in posteriori - understanding. 

However, in previous studies, the concept that is far more than the closest can be useful. 

In this regard, antonyms (Chiu et al., 2008), unrelated words, as well as random words, 

also can be useful. In summary, analogy involves potential demerit despite its advantage, 

so, mental leaps can be creative leaps or logical leaps. And, it depends on the selection 

of the source. 

The third condition is availability. In other words, the source must be able to be 

utilized. It depends on individual knowledge, experience, concept, and memory 

accessibility (i.e. recency and frequency). That means, naturally, the same source can be 

applied with various ways, and induce different ideas individually. And, a specific 

jargon can’t be operated as a source to someone like a child.  

 

As the conclusion of this chapter, analogy and combination are the principles of 

ideation, they are named metaphorming, and the source plays a critical role in 

metaphorming. In addition, the direction or extension of thinking may be guided by 

source, and manipulation of the source is the way to improve metaphorming. Therefore, 

concepts mentioned above, concrete-abstract dimension, mental leaps, and availability – 

are considerable factors in selection of a source for analogy. 
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2.5. Hypotheses formation and experimental design 
    

 So far, this study has discussed in-depth, the issues with narrowing a scope of 

research, in the following order: thinking & cognition – creativity – thinking tools – 

ideation’s principles. This chapter summarizes the theoretical issues, and sets up a 

hypothesis to improve ideation based upon them. After that, this paper describes an 

experimental design. 

  

2.5.1 Hypotheses formation 

Here is a summary of the issues discussed above from 2.1 to 2.4, and illustrates 

formulation of hypotheses.  

First, the kernel of thinking as cognition is that cognition is limited by cognitive 

constraints of its subdomains. And human do not maximize this limited ability 

(Stanovich, 2009). In this regard, by thinking hard, thinking itself can improve 

significantly. In other words, the first hypothetic proposal is ‘think with effort’.   

Next, thinking has certain tendencies by cognitive constraints. So it is difficult to 

control, and the intentional control may provoke trade-offs in various aspects (Heath et 

al., 1998). Representatively, techniques or instructions about thinking can be a guide and 

a bias. Therefore, a de-biasing method is to encourage thinking voluntarily without 

robust restriction. Creative ideas can be generated by free-willing thinking. That is, the 

second hypothetic proposal is ‘think free-willingly’. 

Third, the drawback of efforts toward creativity nowadays is the one side bias as the 

systematic approach. Though this bias has been made by desire and aspiration for the 

fulfillment of creativity, the artificial, compulsory, and intentional efforts are 

contradictory to the properties of creativity. So, it is necessary to approach creativity 
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with randomness. The creative idea, of course, can be drawn from random thinking. 

Finally, the third hypothetic proposal is ‘think randomly’. 

Forth, the principles of generating idea are analogy and combination, and there are 

plenty of studies in cognitive science to support that. In this study, this approach will be 

denominated as metaphorming. If metaphorming is used properly, more ideas, and better 

ideas, can be generated. That is, the forth hypothetical proposal is ‘think through 

metaphorming’. However, the critical point is that the direction and extension of 

thinking with metaphorming is determined by source. So, the following is going to 

specify it through experimental design. 

Fifth, as the comprehensive conclusion, the hypothetical proposals above may also 

provoke another constraint like a bias, because of the cognitive constraints and 

tendencies. Finally, the instruction or techniques need to be used in a mix. So, the final 

hypothetic proposal is ‘think using mixed methods’ 

 

In summary, the hypothetic proposals are following:  

  1. Think with effort. 

 2. Think free willingly.  

 3. Think randomly.  

 4. Think through metaphorming.  

 5. Think using mixed methods from No.1~4. 

  

Consequently, in aspect of quality and quantity, the creative idea will be derived through 

using these hypothetic proposals. 
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2.5.2 Experimental designs 

  

Once again, the core objective of this research is to improve ideation rather than the 

overall aspects of thinking. And the above five hypotheses are suggested with this 

objective in mind. The critical hypothesis is using the mixed methods with other 

hypotheses. And, this method as a thinking tool has both aspects – process and ideation 

source. The following describes them in the order.   

 

 Process and sequence of the mixed method  

 

For a start, there are five hypotheses in this study. First, free-willing thinking 

indicates itself thinking without any aids or tools. Second, the present metaphorming is 

same with the previous existing tools – using analogy and combination. Third, random 

thinking is undirected and unpredictable thinking. Then, how can one seek randomness 

for a target or a task? It is possible by manipulations of metaphorming. That is, if the 

traditional metaphorming is by systematic cue or source, the new metaphorming for 

randomness is by random or nonsystematic source. For instance, when subject design a 

new toothbrush (target), IMPLANT (source) is a systematic source, but CLOUD (source) 

is a random source. Finally, it is important to manipulate the source. This selection of 

source is described in the next section in detail. Fourth, thinkers have to be immersed in 

thinking and a task. That means thinking hard, with effort, painfully, and arduously. 

Though there is not a special method, this research suggests it as a certain sequence that 

is mixed above proposals. So, the fifth hypothesis is done. In summary, this research 

proposes the mixed method with effort – i.e. free-association thinking without any tools 

or aids, metaphorming with random cue, and metaphorming with systematic cue. And 
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then, this mixed method is denominated as hybrid-metaphorming in this study. Here, 

hybrid means a double mixed method in two aspects - process and ideation source. 

Next, in the process of hybrid-metaphorming, the critical factors are a procedural 

sequence and an allocation of time on three kinds of thinking. First, the initial source 

gives rise to the constraining effect (Smith et al., 1993). So, the first stage, of course, is 

free-willing thinking. After that, the others follow. Second, how much time is allocated 

in each stage? It depends on the task and the individual. However, in this study, 

participants have to do their best to – ‘think with effort’. For this, it takes judgment to 

ascertain whether they are thinking arduously or not. According to simple pilot tests in 

this study, when participants had been given 20, 30, 40, and 50 minutes on one task, 

they commonly showed boredom or difficulty in progressing with the task in 20 to 30 

minutes. Considering these points, allocated time was set up in this experiment. In 

conclusion, hybrid metaphorming consists of metaphorming after free-association and 

judgment of effort. The next diagram (Fig. 3) represents process of hybrid-

metaphorming. 

 

Selection of source for hybrid-metaphorming 

  

As mentioned earlier, the source is the decisive and critical factor in metaphorming. 

Then, how can one select it for ideation? In the precedent discussion, any target of 

perception and memory can be a source. And, the memory is considered as everything 

within the conceptual system that the individual has. If so, this study uses and extends 

the hierarchical network model which is one of the conceptual system models (Collins 

& Quillian, 1969). One concept is related hierarchically to superior, subordinate, and 

adjacent concepts. For instance, Bird (Target) is associated to ANIMAL (superior), 

CANARY (subordinate), FISH (adjacent). This hierarchical conceptual structure is 
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similar with a systematic one that is referred to in a Complex theory or System theory – 

i.e. super-, sub-, related-, and target- systems (Altshuller, 1979). In the same context, 

Nagai et al.’s (2009) experimental study on ideation, these concepts that hemmed in the 

target concept are named as thematic, property, and blending. The individual terms are 

the same as superior (super-), subordinate (sub-), adjacent (related-). Finally, this study 

suggests them as systematic cue (or source), and calls thematic, property, and blending.  

Next, what can be a random source? Basically, all concepts excepted from systematic 

concepts can be a candidate for random source. Here, extending the hierarchical network 

model (or conceptual system model), the target system may be surrounded by anti-

system and irrelevant system. And there are the remainders that aren’t involved in above 

standards, and it may be considered as random system. Consequently, the random 

source of metaphorming is considered as anti-, irrelevant-, random system. Here, these 

notations are named as antonym, irrelevant, random in this study. 

In summary, there are six kinds of concepts surrounding the target concept. And 

these are considered as all of the concepts in the conceptual system. Consequently, the 

ideation sources as experimental stimulus were chosen by the above standards. The 

following two diagrams (Fig. 4 & 5) represent details of the conceptual system and 

metaphorming. 
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Figure 3. A diagram of the process of hybrid metaphorming 
Note. Hybrid metaphorming consists of free-willingness thinking, judgment of effort, and others 
metaphorming thinking. And this process is able to apply in various ways – sequence, allocation 
time, and other thinking methods. 
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Figure 4. A hierarchical structure of the conceptual systems 
Note. In the conceptual system, the one concept (target) is related with sub-, super-, adjacent- 
system in terms of the systematic approach. Beyond that, there are random-, irrelevant-, anti- 
system surrounding target system in terms of the random approach.  
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Figure 5. A diagram of the proposal of ideation source for metaphorming 
Note. In metaphorming, above six kinds of concepts can be a candidate of source. And these 
conceptual (semantic) domains play a critical role in expanding ideation by the connection or 
mapping between target and source.  
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III. EXPERIMENT 
 

In this study, two experiments were conducted based on the theoretical discussion 

above. The focus of the experiments is to support the effect of hybrid metaphorming. A 

control group was set as two kinds of groups – one is Free-association without any aids, 

and the other is metaphorming with only systematic source and initial providing it. Also, 

the experimental group is the hybrid metaphorming group. This is for verification of the 

ability of free-willingness thinking, limitations of traditional thinking methods, and the 

effect of hybrid metaphorming.  

Experiment 1 was conducted with a typical task of psychological experiment to 

measure the ability of divergent thinking. That is, it focused on a measurement of how 

many various ideas were generated, and how many got out of a stereotype or fixed idea.  

Experiment 2 was conducted with a conceptual design task about a new product in 

order to reflect practicality in the field of engineering or product development as 

psychological experiment. And, experimental results are about difference between each 

group in aspects of quality and quantity of idea. 
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Experiment 1 
 

Experiment 1 was conducted for measurement of divergent thinking skill through 

finding a new function for a nickel-sliver pot. Its results were compared with the amount 

and diversity of ideas among individual groups.  

 

Method 
Participants: Participants were 66 students who were in attendance at the introduction 

of psychology for a credit in Seoul National University. They were placed on each 

condition individually and randomly. Three participants who had responded with 

insincerity or under the criteria, were excluded from the evaluation. The exclusion 

criteria were cases that the number of generated idea is under two, or cases in which 

participant incorrectly understand the task. 

Task: The given task was to find new functions for a nickel-sliver pot. Given 

instructions are the following, and these were encouraged – e.g. imagine as much as 

possible, describe briefly about function and its situation, draw a simple picture if it is 

needed. In addition, the quality of idea was not encouraged. Participants were given total 

of 20 minutes for the task. And the start time and the end time were strictly complied.  

Procedure: 66 participants were assigned randomly into four groups and each 22 person. 

(However, 3 responses were excluded in evaluation.) First group (Group 1) as control 

group was allocated as free-association group without any aids. Second group (Group 2) 

was allocated as another control group that is applied by conventional analogical 

reasoning. That is, they were provided initially with a hint sheet and were instructed to 

use them when thinking. Group 3 was instructed with hybrid metaphorming as an 

experimental group. They were provided with a hint sheet 10 minutes after the start. The 

hint sheet consists of systematic and random words. In addition, the above mentioned 

judgment of effort was reflected in hybrid metaphorming as 10 minutes. This change 
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point of thinking stage was set up artificially by several considerations – pilot test, 

available experimental time, a level of difficulty of a task. The following fig. 6 is a 

graphical illustration of procedure. 

 

 

Figure 6. A graphical illustration about the procedure of experiment 1  
Note. G1 = Group 1 (Free-association), G2 = Group 2 (Conventional analogical reasoning), G3 = 
Group 3 (hybrid metaphorming), n = the number of participants in a group FA = Free-association 
without any aids, PBT = metaphorming with systematic cue, RIA = metaphorming with random 
cue 
 

Stimulus for metaphorming: The hint sheet for metaphorming consisted of systematic 

and random words. Each word was based on the above mentioned criteria in the 

experimental design. Systematic cues are conceptual words related to the nickel-silver 

pot as property, blending, and thematic concept – e.g. shape, weight, material, aesthetic, 

gas stove, TV, wardrobe, restaurant, entertainment, and so on. Next, random cues are 

conceptual words unrelated to the nickel-silver pot as random, irrelevant, and antonym 

concept – e.g. glass, climbing, Olympic, hospital, magic, plastic, animal, and so on. All 

of the words used for stimulus are exhibited in the Appendix.  

Rubric & Evaluation: Evaluation criteria are the quantity and diversity of the ideas. 
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First, the amount of ideas is the number of description of function or situation for new 

usage. The function doesn’t matter. The purpose of the task is to measure divergent 

thinking skill, and participants also were encouraged just to generate new ideas as much 

as possible. Second, the diversity of ideas is another criterion of evaluation. Generally, 

products or things have default function, and it is difficult for participants to deviate 

from functional fixation in ideation. Therefore, the diversity of ideas is measurable as 

the number of ideas that is getting out of the default function. In this study, default 

functions of nickel silver pot are considered as cook or storage. That is, functional 

fixated idea means a certain idea that is related directly with storage or cook. Specific 

instances of Exp. Response are following - ‘use as a flowerpot’, ‘use as bowl for dogs’, 

‘use as container for accessary’, use as hot grill’ etc. These responses were categorized 

as functional fixation. And then, amount and portion of these ideas can be indicator of 

diversity of idea. In addition, a rubric was draw up in this point of view. And an 

assessment was based on a rubric. The rubric was exhibited in the appendix of this paper. 
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Results & Discussion  
 

Results 

The evaluation items here are the quantity and diversity ideas generated. As an 

evaluation of quantity, the number of ideas was counted, and t-Test was carried out 

between Groups. Next, as an evaluation of diversity, the number of functional fixated 

ideas and their portion was counted. The following table 2 is a summary of results. 

 
Figure 7. Experiment 1: The amount of ideas and degree of functional fixation 
Note. New indicates new generated ideas. Fixation indicates fixated ideas. 
 

Group G1 G2 G3 
Participants  [N] 22 21 20 
Total Sum. [ea] 163 152 207 

Total Avg. (M, STD) 7.41 (3.51) 7.24 (3.67) 10.35 (3.91) 
Fixation (ea, %) 43 (26.4) 35 (23.0) 40 (19.3) 

Table 2. Experiment 1: The amount of ideas and degree of functional fixation  
Note. G1 = Group 1 (Free-association), G2 = Group 2 (Conventional analogical reasoning), G3 = 
Group 3 (hybrid metaphorming)  
 

First, in the evaluation of the amount of ideas generated, the order of amount is G3 > 

G1 > G2. Specifically, the difference between G1 (M=7.41, SD=3.51) and G2 (M=7.24, 

SD=3.67) is not significant (p>.05). Despite the fact that G2 was given a hint sheet for 
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ideation, their idea amount is still lower than G1’s. This result implicates that given 

words as a source may cause constraints on ideation (Smith et al., 1993). Next, 

comparing the control groups (G1&G2) with the experimental group (G3), G3 

(M=10.51, SD=3.91) shows a significantly better performance (average about 3ea) in 

comparison with G1 & G2 (p<.05 & p<.05). This is an interesting result. Despite G2 and 

G3 being given the same hint sheet, G2 exhibited negative performance compared to G1. 

Also, G3 had better performance when compared to G1 and G2. These results support 

an effect of procedural aspect in hybrid metaphorming. That is, mixed thinking stages 

may boost an increase in quantity, and improve utilization of a source. Also, a 

conversion point of thinking stage (10 minutes) was proper in this task. 

Second, as an evaluation of the quality of the ideas generated, they were evaluated by 

their degree of functional fixation. In this experiment, the degree of functional fixation 

was measured (counted) as the number of functional fixed ideas and their portion of the 

total ideas generated. The order of that proportion is G1> G2 > G3 (see Table 2). That is, 

participants of G1 showed functional fixation heavily (26.4%). In addition, though 

participants of G2 generated a smaller the number of ideas than G1, they showed bigger 

deviation from functional fixation than G1. This shows the role of a source in analogical 

reasoning (i.e. activation of thought into semantic domain of source). On the other hand, 

participants of G3 showed the best performance comparing to the others. Functional 

fixation of G3 (19.3%) was lower than the others, despite of an increase of quantity (see 

Table 2) 

In summary, these results implicate that providing a source initially for ideation may 

cause a constraint on amount (i.e. bias) and lead thought to semantic domain of source 

(i.e. guide). Hybrid metaphorming method (i.e. providing source after enough free 

association) helps not only to increase quantity, but also to deviate from functional 

fixation. Consequently, in views of both of quantity and quality, the present study 
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supports the hypotheses of this study and effects of hybrid metaphorming.  

  

Discussions 

There are several issues or shortcomings in experiment 1. The first issue is 

appropriateness of the source for the task. As mentioned earlier, this study proposed six 

kinds of concepts to prompt ideation in various directions. It is quite reasonable. 

However, the task was finding a new function for specific thing or object, and its 

function is easily able to be extended depending on words or sources that are related to a 

specific situation, place, and super-system of target – e.g. playground, school, mountain, 

sea, hospital, pub, and so on. In other words, thematic concepts among 6 kinds of 

concepts can be a crucial factor in extending function. Therefore, when providing only 

thematic sources without the others five concepts, of course an increase of quantity can 

be induced easily. If one takes this further, this point implicates that there may be 

specific and useful sources for a specific task.  

The second issue is a matter of evaluation. In this task, it is difficult to evaluate the 

quality of the ideas objectively due to the subjectivity of the evaluator and the diversity 

of the ideas. However, there are clearly differences in the levels of ideas in this task. For 

example, the response, ‘Use as an escutcheon, or use a hammer’ and ‘Make something 

after melting it’ are quite different in quality. The latter is considered high quality; it gets 

out of extremely functional fixation. However, these differences of level couldn’t be 

evaluated in this experiment. Therefore, as a follow-up study, experiment 2 reflected this 

point through objectifying the standard of evaluation.  

The third issue is about usefulness of sources. Due to the experiment being designed 

without distinction between the 6 kinds of sources, this study could not evaluate the 

difference of usefulness between systematic sources and random ones. Therefore, 

experiment 2 reflected this point by setting the experimental groups individually. 
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The forth issue is about the effect of conversion of the thinking stage in hybrid 

metaphorming and the other groups. That is, it wasn’t measured and compared to the 

amount of ideas for free-association (i.e. initial 10 minutes) and metaphorming (i.e. 

latter 10 minutes) in hybrid metaphorming (Group 3). However, interestingly, the speed 

of generating ideas depending on progress of time and this difference between groups 

and thinking stages was observed personally by an experimenter. That is, participants of 

control groups (G1 & G2) had shown that speed degrades with the progress of time. 

Considering these issues, experiment 2 was design and conducted thorough setting 

experimental sheets. 
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Experiment 2 
 

Experiment 2 was conducted for measurement of productive and creative thinking 

skill through a conceptual design task about a new refrigerator. And experimental results 

were evaluated by quantity and quality of ideas among each group. 

 

Method 
Participants: Participants were 108 students who attended an introduction of 

psychology for a credit in Seoul National University. They were placed on each 

condition individually and randomly. Total four students, who had responded with 

insincerity or under the criteria, were excluded in evaluation. The exclusion criteria are 

cases that the number of a generated idea is under two one, and their quality is low. 

Task: A given task was about designing a new refrigerator. Given instructions are 

following and these were encouraged – ‘Think like a concept designer’, ‘Imagine as 

much as possible’, ‘Think creatively’, and Visualize the new refrigerator’, ‘Describe 

shortly and Name about it’, and ‘Notice that the quantity and quality of ideas’. 

Participants were given a total of 40 minutes for the task. And the start time and the end 

time was strictly compliant. 

Procedure: 108 participants were assigned randomly into four groups and each 27 

person. Group 1 was instructed for free-association without any aids (i.e. think free–

willingly) as control group. Group 2 was instructed for metaphorming with hint sheet (–

i.e. systematic cue & initial providing it) as control group. Group 3, 4 were instructed 

for hybrid metaphorming as experimental group and were provided with hint sheet after 

20 minutes from a start. Hint sheets consisted of 2 kinds of concept word or cue – i.e. 

systematic source and random source. Group 2 and 3 were provided with systematic 

cues and Group 4 was provided with random cues. In addition, the above mentioned 

judgment of effort was reflected in hybrid metaphorming as 20 minutes. In a pilot test 
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on similar task, participants had shown symptoms of boredom and difficulty completing 

the task when given 20 to 30 minutes. And, experimental time is available as 40 to 50 

minutes. Therefore, a conversion point of thinking stage was set up as 20 minutes 

artificially by those considerations. The following Fig. 7 represented a graphical 

illustration of procedure. 

 

 

Figure 8. A graphical illustration about the procedure of experiment 2 
Note. G1 = Group 1 (Free-association), G2 = Group 2 (Conventional analogical reasoning), G3 = 
Group 3 (hybrid metaphorming with systematic cues, G4 = Group 4 (hybrid metaphorming with 
random cues), n = the number of participants in a group FA = Free-association without any aids, 
PBT = metaphorming with systematic cue, RIA = metaphorming with random cue  
 

Stimulus for metaphorming: For metaphorming, there were 2 kinds of hint sheets 

written by systematic cues and random cues. Each word was based on the criteria above 

mentioned in the experimental design. Systematic cues are conceptual words related to a 

refrigerator as property, blending, and thematic concept – e.g. power, shape, aesthetic, 

AI, ubiquitous, cleaner, restaurant, interiors and so on. Next, random cues are conceptual 

words unrelated a refrigerator as random, irrelevant, and antonym concept – e.g. 

dictionary, bugs, planet, sunglass, diary, heater, aversion, germ and so on. All of the 
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stimulus words are exhibited in the Appendix.  

Rubric & Evaluation: Experimental results were evaluated by the quantity and quality 

of the ideas. First, the amount of ideas were counted with the attached name of the 

refrigerator designed by participants. Second, on the level of idea quality, 3 kinds of 

standards were considered – name, shape and function in terms of practicality. And each 

item was evaluated at 1-5 points, as score. Here, (That is,) the originality or humor that 

commonly used in measuring creativity was excluded, because a very original product 

excepting practicality is valueless on the point of the design of engineering product. As 

participant’s response, its description following – “Diet refrigerator – when user dance, 

only then, user can open the door of a fridge.” These ideas are useless. The detail 

evaluation criteria are as follow. 

(1) Level of name: The level of name was focused on merchantability or marketability 

like a brand name in this study. A case that was described redundantly or diffusely is 

scored as 1 point. A case that was named with usual or routine (plain, everyday) words is 

scored as 2 to 3 point, and a case that was similar to following - brand name, unique 

noun, proprietary name, neologism, and new coinage - is scored as 4 to 5 point. 

(2) Level of function (functionality): The level of function was emphasized on degree of 

change and practicality. This task is a conceptual design task. And it can be categorized 

and be appraised as adaptive -, variant - , original design, by the degree of change in a 

field of engineering (Phal & Beitz, 1997). Introducing shortly about this engineering 

design, a case changed a part of product is categorized as adaptive design, a case applied 

new operating principle into a product is categorized as variant design, and a case 

emergent new concept or generated as new product is categorized as original design. 

The evaluation was reflected with these theoretical backgrounds. That is, case of 

adaptive level was scored as 1 to 2 point, case of variant level was scored as 3 to 4 point, 

and case of original level was scored as 4 to 5 point. 
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(3) Level of shape: The level of shape was appraised by a morphological change. That is, 

a valuable shape in this study indicates cases that pursue aesthetic shape or beauty, and 

cases that deviate from typical quadrangle or regular hexahedron. The evaluation was 

focused on morphological fixedness alike functional fixedness. Specifically, a case of 

typical quadrangle or regular hexahedron or a little change was scored as 1 to 2 point. 

And a case applied with curves, circles, or leaped remarkably was scored as 3 to 5 point. 

Overall, the level of function, shape, and name were evaluated independently. 

However, a change of function brought about a change of shape, and vice versa. 

Considering this point (interaction) and independence of each item in evaluation, a score 

of idea was adjusted - subtracted or added 1 point – after first raw scoring. In addition, 

in group 2, 3, 4 - i.e. groups that were provided hint sheet - the ideas that were applied 

simply with cue (is valueless or unproductive) cannot be viewed as productive or 

valuable idea, therefore those idea were subtracted 1 point and whichever shape or 

function, those were scored under 2 points. Exceptionally, the following case –e.g. cases 

that were utilized actively or forcefully with cues, cases that were described concretely 

about function - were scored as 3 to 4 points. These are to reflect the conformity effect 

as a shortcoming of analogy so that evaluation is sophisticated. In addition, assessments 

were based on a rubric, and it was applied strictly by total 3 persons – experimenter as 

MA student, 1 PhD student, and an academic adviser. The rubric is exhibited in the 

appendix. 
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Results & Discussion  
 
Result 

The evaluation and results were described as the following order – (1) quantity of 

idea, (2) quality of idea, (3) contribution of participants, and (4) metacognition of 

participants. 

 

(1) A quantity of ideas 

The amount of ideas were counted by the number of names of new ideas. The 

following Figure 9 & Table 3 showed a summary of differences between the groups: 

 

Figure 9. Experiment 2: The total number of generated ideas amongst the groups 
 

 

G1 G2 G3 G4 

FA PBT FA PBT Sum. FA RIA Sum. 

N 26 26 26 26 

Total 195 183 135 161 296 124 119 243 

Avg. 7.50 7.04 5.19 6.19 11.38 4.77 4.58 9.35 

STD 3.41 2.85 1.79 2.08 3.53 2.37 2.02 4.12 

Table 3. Experiment 2: An average & Standard deviation of conditions 
Note. G1 = Group 1 (Free-association), G2 = Group 2 (Conventional analogical reasoning), G3 = 
Group 3 (hybrid metaphorming with systematic cues, G4 = Group 4 (hybrid metaphorming with 
random cues), N = the number of participants in each group FA = Free-association without any 
aids, PBT = metaphorming with systematic cue, RIA = metaphorming with random cue  
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First of all, generally, hybrid metaphorming group (G3, G4) showed better 

performance than the others (G1, G2). The order of amount of ideas is: G3 > G4 > G1 > 

G2 (see Figure 8 & Table 3). Also, hybrid metaphorming (G3, G4) showed dramatic 

quantitative increase (1.61times, 1.25 times) over free-willingness thinking (G1). Of 

course, these results support the effect of hybrid-metaphorming. G3 specifically, showed 

significantly better performance than G1 (p<.05) and G2 (p<.05). Next, G4 showed 

significant better performance than G2 (p<.05). And though it is not significant on t-Test 

(p>.05), G4 showed a quiet increase of quantity comparing to G1. In addition, this result 

relates to the quality of ideas. This point is described in detail in the evaluation of 

quality section. 

Second, as compared to G1 and G2, both of them were about 200 and there was not a 

significant difference (p>.05). This is an interesting point. Despite participants of G2 

being given a hint sheet, their yield was smaller than G1’s one. This result was the same 

as in Experiment 1. There are two considerable factors. First, participants may be 

showing the constraining effect. Participants might think within only the clues. 

Consequently, they might not extend their ideas. Second, participants may take time to 

analyze the clues themselves. However, G3 was given the same hint sheet was 1.6 times 

bigger than G2. Therefore, time delay by the hint sheet doesn’t make sense. In other 

words, giving the hint sheet initially provoked an extremely negative effect with respect 

to the quantity of ideas. Repeatedly, conventional analogical reasoning (G2) showed 

worse performance than free association (G1). This constraining effect may be 

denominated as quantitative constraining effect in the present study. If Smith et al’ study 

(1993) showed qualitative constraining effect, the results of this experiment may show 

quantitative constraining effect. These are just denominations for the phenomenal 

distinction between quality and quantity in the present study. 

Third, in comparing to G2 and G3, both of them were given the same hint sheet. 
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However, as mentioned above, their experimental results were quite different and 

interesting (see Figure 9 & Table 3). In other words, a difference between them on 

experimental design was ‘initial providing’ and ‘later providing’ and it makes a 

significant quantitative difference (avg. 4.3ea). This result supports the effect of hybrid 

metaphorming. That is, ‘Think with effort’ after this, when participants were provided 

hints or aids, its effect increased dramatically. These results and phenomena could be 

explained by several theoretical backgrounds – e.g. serendipity, Eureka, and the 

prepared mind. For instance, if Archemdes didn’t have a critical mind or specific 

objective, an overflowing bathtub would have meant just ‘a lot of water’ to him. In other 

words, the important thing was immersion on the thinking target with objective or a 

critical mind. This is a kernel of this research and implicates that using thinking tools 

initially is not an aid for thinking, but rather it degrades or hinders thinking (i.e. 

constraint or bias). However if someone uses thinking tools after thinking hard 

themselves, that person can utilize them more, and extend their idea easily (i.e. guide). 

Consequently, aids or tools like metaphorming have to be used after enough free-

willingness thinking, if only so the user isn’t limited by the thinking tools themselves. 

This makes the best use of the tools (or source).  

Forth, in considering the degree of effort on thinking through phenomenal 

observation, most participants (G1, G2) had shown boring or obstacle about task when 

the time elapsed 15 to 25 minutes from a start. At that time, someone gazed at a ceiling 

for a while, and someone questioned, “May I end, because there are no more ideas?” 

That is, the more time elapsed, the more the speed of generating ideas decrease. These 

phenomena were supported by experimental data. The control groups (G1, G2) 

generated about avg. 7.50ea and 7.04 during 40 minutes. On the other hand, the 

experimental groups (G3, G4) generated avg. 5.19ea and 4.77ea during initial 20 

minutes through free-willing thinking. That is, participants of G1 and G2 might generate 
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about 2~3ea during the latter 20 minutes on a guess. On the other hand, participant of 

G3 and G4 generated avg. 6.19ea and 4.58ea during the latter 20 minutes on 

experimental data. The speed of ideation of the experimental groups (G3, G4) did not 

decrease in comparison with the control groups (G1, G2). In other words, providing 

hints late was quite useful. Experimentally, participants might think hard during the 

initial 20 minutes, and a conversion point of thinking stage might be appropriate. 

Therefore, participants might think hard by metaphorming during latter 20 minutes.  

In conclusion, a mixed sequence of thinking stages (i.e. metaphorming after free-

association) not only mitigates the quantitative constraining effect, but also improves 

utilization of analogical reasoning (i.e. metaphorming or other thinking tools). In 

addition, experimental results support the hypotheses of this study in terms of quantity. 

However, there are several issues in aspect of quality about these quantitative increases.  
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(2) A quality of idea – Name, Function, Shape 

Evaluation items were name, function and shape, and these were evaluated 

independently. Also, individual ideas were graded in 5 levels. The following tables and 

figures indicate the summary of results. And, term of ‘level’ is equal to ‘point’ in this 

experiment (i.e. level1~5 indicate point 1~5).  

First, as an overview of the quality of the ideas, a whole distribution of the ideas 

were concentrated within 1, 2 level, as roughly 70% (see Figure 13 & Table 8), 

regardless of groups and items. If, including level 3, upper 90% of ideas were useless or 

plain. In other words, the overall quality was low. Therefore, in an analysis of quality, 

the term of ‘high quality’ was supposed as upper ideas of level 3. Sometimes high 

quality indicated only level 4 & 5.  

Second, as a difference among group is the following order, G3 and G4 > G1 > G2 

also, regardless of items (see Table 4~6, Figure 10~12). That is, hybrid metaphorming 

groups (G3, G4) showed better performance than control groups (G1, G2). Though there 

are some theoretical issues, distributions of H.M. groups are up-shifted regardless of 

items (see Figure 10~12). 

Third, as comparison between G1 and G2, distribution of G1 is little up-shifted than 

G2’s one in level 3~5 regardless of items. That is, performance of G1 is better than G2’s 

with respect to quality. And this implicates the qualitative constraining effect (Smith et 

al., 1993).  

 

In summary, the evaluation of quality indicates the overall low quality of ideas, the 

effect of hybrid metaphorming, and the constraining effect. These results support the 

hypothesis of this study. The following describes the evaluations of each item in detail: 
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Name 
G1 G2 G3 G4 

FA PBT FA PBT Total FA RIA Total 

Level1 37 49 36 28 64 30 18 48 

Level2 87 87 63 88 151 53 62 115 

Level3 42 40 28 24 52 33 22 55 

Level4 24 5 4 14 18 6 14 20 

Level5 5 2 4 7 11 2 3 5 

Total 195 183 135 161 296 124 119 243 
Table 4. Experiment2: An evaluation of shape among groups 
 

Function 
G1 G2 G3 G4 

FA PBT FA PBT Total FA RIA Total 

Level1 35 26 28 29 57 29 27 56 

Level2 110 106 72 90 162 62 48 110 

Level3 46 40 27 35 62 28 36 64 

Level4 4 9 8 4 12 5 5 10 

Level5 0 2 0 3 3 0 3 3 

Total 195 183 135 161 296 124 119 243 
Table 5. Experiment 2: An evaluation of Function among groups 
 

Shape 
G1 G2 G3 G4 

FA PBT FA PBT Total FA RIA Total 

Level1 92 88 68 93 161 60 60 120 

Level2 49 49 32 44 76 33 19 52 

Level3 44 33 27 19 46 23 25 48 

Level4 9 12 6 3 9 8 11 19 

Level5 1 1 2 2 4 0 4 4 

Total 195 183 135 161 296 124 119 243 
Table 6. Experiment 2: An evaluation of Shape among groups  
Note on table 4~6. Each number indicates the total number of each grade.  
 

Rating 
G1 G2 G3 G4 
Ref. N F S N F S N F S 

Level1 1 1.32 0.74 0.96 1.73 1.63 1.75 1.30 1.60 1.30 
Level2 1 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.74 1.47 1.55 1.32 1.00 1.06 
Level3 1 0.95 0.87 0.75 1.24 1.35 1.05 1.31 1.39 1.09 
Level4 1 0.21 2.25 1.33 0.75 3.00 1.00 0.83 2.50 2.11 
Level5 1 0.40 2.00 1.00 2.20 3.00 4.00 1.00 3.00 4.00 
Total 1 0.94 0.94 0.94 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.25 1.25 1.25 

Table 7. Experiment 2: Increasing rates of each group in comparison to G1 
Note. N = name, F = function, S = shape. Ref. = Reference. Each number indicates increasing 
rate in comparison with G1.That is, the smaller a value of low quality ideas ( level 1 & 2) and the 
bigger the value of high quality ideas (level 3~5), means better performance than G1. However, 
that is an ideal situation. Therefore, this study put stress on the latter (i.e. high quality ideas). 
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Figure 10. Experiment 2: Distribution of name 

 

Figure 11. Experiment 2: Distribution of function 

 

Figure 12. Experiment 2: Distribution of shape 
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Note on Figure 10~12. X axis indicates a grade of idea, Y axis indicates the total number of each 
grade. 
 

 

Figure 13. Experiment 2: Proportions of each level on each item  

 Name Function Shape 

 
ea, (%) ea, (%) ea, (%) 

Level1 198 (21.6) 174 (19.0) 461 (50.3) 
Level2 440 (48.0) 488 (53.2) 226 (24.6) 
Level3 189 (20.6) 212 (23.1) 171 (18.6) 
Level4 67 (7.3) 35 (3.8) 49 (5.3) 
Level5 23 (2.5) 8 (0.9) 10 (1.1) 
Total 917 (100) 917 (100) 917 (100) 

Table 8. Experiment 2: Proportions of grading on each item 
Note on Figure 12, Table 2. This summary indicates overall level of idea on items regardless of 
groups. It shows that most of ideas are involved in level 1~3.  
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(2-1) Name:  

Comparing the quality of names among groups, the order of quality is as follows: G3 

> G4 > G1 > G2 (see Table 4 & Figure 10). Participants of H.M groups showed better 

performance than control groups. However, despite H.M. groups generating a lot of 

ideas, most of the generated ideas were involved in levels 1~3. That is, there was no 

significant difference in terms of increasing the rate of high quality ideas (level3~5) (see 

Table7). These results implicate 3 factors. First, superiority of H.M groups is natural 

quality growth by quantity growth. Second, participants who were given hint sheet 

utilized hint words as they were originally, they did not modify them. These 

constraining responses were valueless. However, participants of G1 weren’t given any 

hints or stimulus for ideation. Therefore, they had had to recall or retrieve their own 

specific words for the name of refrigerator. Consequently, despite G1 generating smaller 

ideas, their quality showed same level with G3 and G4 (see Table 4 &7). Third, 

participants might focus on design of new refrigerator – i.e. function & shape. And they 

might make new name of a refrigerator to express main figures of that refrigerator. In 

practice, most responses were such things – e.g. transparent fridge, smart fridge, rotation 

fridge, desk fridge, display fridge, etc. In this point, evaluation of name was not enough 

to confirm an effect of H.M on experimental design.    

 Another notable result is the overall low grade of G2 rather than G1 (see Table 4 & 

Figure 10). That is, providing source initially provokes a constraint in G2 (i.e. 

qualitative constraining effect).  

In conclusion, though hybrid metaphorming didn’t lead to dramatically qualitative 

growth on generating neologism, its effect was shown somewhat in company with 

quantitative increase.   

 

(2-2) Function:  
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As mentioned above, the quality of the function was overall low regardless of groups. 

72 % of ideas were involved in level 1, 2 (see Table 5 & 8). Most participants generated 

simple ideas – e.g. attach LCD, add wheel, combine with air-conditioner, combine with 

heater, make a transparent door, etc. In other words, they showed functional fixation, 

and didn’t or couldn’t think of new and creative ideas. The ideas were valueless.  

Next, in comparing the quality of function among groups, the order of quality is G3 > 

G4 > G2 > G1. H.M groups showed better performance than the others (see Table 5 & 

Figure 11). However, as mentioned above, these qualitative growths might be provoked 

naturally by dramatic quantitative growths. Of course, it is reasonable, and even this 

result is an effect of hybrid metaphorming. In addition, this issue was described in the 

discussion of relation between quantitative growth and qualitative growth.     

Next, high quality (level 4~5) ideas in H.M groups were increased approximate 3 

times than G1 (see Table 7). This indicated that hint sheets and providing method 

promote the quality of idea in respect of function. 

Next, as a comparison between H.M groups, G3 is little better than G4 in respect of 

function. Conversely, G4 is better than G3 in respect of shape (see Table 5 & 6). In 

other words, a systematic source played aids role in ideation on functionality or 

practicality of the product. And a random source played aids role in ideation on shape.  

Consequently, H.M groups showed better performance than control groups, and this 

result supports and an effect of hybrid metaphorming. 

 

(2-3) Shape:  

First, most participants showed morphological fixation. 75% of ideas didn’t deviate 

from tetragonal shape, and they were involved in level 1 & 2.  Especially, 50% of total 

ideas were typical traditional quadrangle.  

Next, as a comparison between groups, the order of performance is G4 > G3 > G1 > 
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G2, because an ideal result means low growth of low quality ideas and high growth of 

high quality ideas (see Table 7). This result, as mentioned above, indicates that the 

random source was useful in terms of shape.  

Next, G2 was not significant performance than G1. Also, participants of G2 didn’t 

show plain improvement in respect of shape (see Table 7). In other words, the 

systematic source of this study was not useful in term of shape. Though this point might 

be a demerit of selecting sources on experimental design, most of the thinking tools or 

systematic approaches for creativity are similar to this situation. As mentioned in 

theoretical issues, those approaches focus on systemic thinking – e.g. functionality, real 

environment, practical products. However, morphological destruction can be provoked 

by unusual or random situations. Therefore, this study suggested the random approach, 

and those hypotheses are supported by experimental results. Belaboring the point, 

creativity can emerge through the random or unexpected. This is a kernel of a secondary 

mix in hybrid metaphorming – i.e. systemic and random approaches.  

 

In conclusion, hybrid metaphorming groups were better than control groups. Their 

distribution showed upshifted graph in all aspect – i.e. name, function, shapes on quality 

of idea (see 10, 11, 12). It supports an effect of hybrid metaphorming – i.e. sequence and 

source in thinking method. In addition, systematic source was useful about function, and 

random source was useful about shape. Some issues that are raised about this evaluation 

are described in discussion part.  
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(3) Contribution of participant 

First of all, quantity of ideas reflects an effort of participants. However, most of ideas 

in this experiment were useless. In terms of innovation and creativity, the quality of idea 

is by far more important than the quantity. That is, one innovative idea can be better 

than ten valueless ideas. For example as response, there are quantum leaps between 

ideas – e.g. refrigerator with wheels (level 1) and portable momentary freezer for thirst 

(level 5). Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate both of quantity and quality. In this 

context, this research suggests that contribution of participants is able to be calculated as 

the following formula. And following table is summary of individual contribution by 

above formula. 

 

     	  	            = 	
∑ { 	 × (  ,    +   ,        +   ,     )}
 
   

3	 ×              
 

 Note.  
               = the number of participant in a group.  

   ,    	  	        	  	      = the number of level-i ideas  
   in evaluation about name, function and shape  
 3 = the number of evaluation item (i.e. name, function, shape) 
 1~5 = level of ideas – i.e. weighting of quality 
 

 
G1 G2 G3 G4 
FA PBT FA PBT Total FA RIA Total 

Score 15.8  14.3  10.4  12.5  22.9  9.7  10.0  19.7  
Table 9. Experiment2: The contribution score of individual  
 

This score indicated contribution score of a person. In other words, high score means 

that a person did think hard and generated many valuable ideas. Of course, if any 

evaluator intend to give a decided difference between low quality idea and high quality 

idea, it is possible by operating a change of weighting of quality. Also, it is very 

reasonable. However, considering objectivity of evaluation, this study didn’t give a high 

weighing of quality on ideas. This score indicates symbolic value, and it is enough to 

support the effect of hybrid metaphorming.    
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(4) Metacognition of participant 

In this study, a simple questionnaire was conducted to measure participant’s 

metacognition on creativity. Following question was asked after participant had finished 

the task – “How do you think your creativity level? Express it by 5 grades from 1 to 5.” 

A following figure and table shows evaluation of metacognition.  

 
Figure 14. Experiment 2: Distribution of metacognition. 
 

 
G1 G2 G3 G4 

Participants 26 26 26 26 

avg. 3.23 2.69 3.27 2.69 

STD 0.76 0.93 0.96 0.88 

Table 10. Experiment 2: An average and standard deviation of metacognition. 
 

Most participants graded their creativity as above 3. However, as above analysis of 

experimental result, most ideas were valueless below level 2. This evaluation also shows 

overconfidence of self-evaluation as a plenty of previous studies (Dunlosky & Mecalfe, 

2009). Interestingly, participants of G1 who were not given any hint sheet showed more-

overconfidence than the others (see Figure 14 – specifically level 4). In this study, a 

cause of this phenomenon is explained in that they didn’t have a certain thing like any 

standard or reference or stimulus to aid in the evaluation of their creativity. In addition, 

it needs follow-up and elaborative studies.   
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Discussion 

The result of experiment supports the effect of hybrid metaphorming and hypotheses 

of this study. However, there are considerable critics or questions about the results.  

First issue is about difficulty of evaluation. And there are two considerable factors. 

One is an objectivity of evaluation itself. For this, this study tried to access the 

objectivity by rubric and its strict application, and resolve somewhat that difficulty. 

However, the other remains. It is comparison of groups on the evaluation. Most of the 

ideas on experiment were useless or in level1~3. That is, it is difficult to express 

statistically a quantitative difference of high quality (level 4, 5) between groups. Those 

numerical values were not such big. However, there were definitely differences between 

groups and improvement of hybrid metaphorming. Therefore, this study tried to show 

them in various ways – i.e. increasing rates in comparison to control groups (Table 7), 

and contribution of participants (Table 9), etc.  

Second issue is what results of G3 & G4 may be acquired just only high attention or 

high participation without any aid or techniques. As the answer about this, hybrid 

metaphorming consists of double mix methods to provoke concentration on a task and to 

promote high participation. That is, it was a hypothesis of this study – think with effort. 

Finally, this issue does not a matter.  

Third issue is that the qualitative growth is not quite as large and it is nothing but a 

natural result of quantitative growth. First of all, for this opinion, the qualitative growth 

by quantitative growth also is the effect of hybrid metaphorming. Therefore, this issue 

does not a matter. And as expatiation of this issue, there are several considerable points 

about the experimental results. The first point is trade - off between quality and quantity. 

An emphasis of quantity might provoke a negative effect that generates a plenty of 

cheap idea. That is, participants obsessed about an instruction – ‘as much as possible’. 

And, participants in G3 generated avg. 11.4 ea. In other words, one idea might be 
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generate during 3~4 minutes. Naturally, its quality cannot help being degraded. Despite 

of this factor, hybrid metaphorming groups showed the qualitative growth. That is, it 

supports the hypotheses of this study, once again.  

The second point is the fact that is possible to improve quality of idea by 

modification of procedure in this method. Experimentally, high quality ideas could 

emerge with merging individual idea or many cheap ideas. In this context, an 

elaborative stage can be inserted into hybrid-metaphorming with the final stage: For 

instance – free willingness thinking (15 minutes) – metaphorming with hint sheet (15 

minutes) – elaboration (10minutes). In the elaboration stage, participants were instructed 

to stop generating new ideas and then, combine or elaborate with already generated idea 

during the former two thinking stages. These improving ways of hybrid metaphorming 

are referred to in general discussion, again.  

The third point is insufficiency of source in this task. As mentioned above, the 

systematic words were not useful experimentally on ideation for shape. And systematic 

source were attached weight to specific words that is related with technology. This is a 

shortcoming of experimental design. That is, though it is difficult to select valuable 

source to acquire creative idea, it is possible to improve through selection of various or 

deliberated source. And this point implicates importance of random source, once again.  

In conclusion, hybrid metaphorming was effective on ideation, and may be useful 

more and more through several complements. 
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IV. GENERAL DICUSSION  
 

4.1. Smmary  
 

Experimetnt1 was conducted with divergent thinking task – finding new function 

about specific objective. And, as the results, hybrid metaphorming groups generated the 

more and diverse ideas than control groups. In addition, providing source initially causes 

constraints on ideation, this corresponds with the previous study. On the other hand, 

experimental results implicate that source of ideation or thinking tools may take an 

advantage when it use after enough free-willingness thinking, and support the effect of 

hybrid-metaphorming in terms of sequence of thinking stage. These results also were 

shown in experiment 2.  

Experiment 2 was conducted with a conceptual design for a new product. And, 

hybrid metaphorming groups were shown better performance on aspects of quantity and 

quality. Especially, the systematic source was useful on ideation about the function, and 

the random source was useful on ideation about the shape. These results support the 

effect of hybrid metaphorming in terms of source for ideation as the thinking 

methodology. 

In conclusion, double mixed method – i.e. the mixed sequence of thinking stage & 

the mixed ideation source – is the improve method than existing thinking methodologies. 

And this study supports it through experiments. 

    

4.2. Issues & Further studies 
 

As plenty of research and many thinking tools on creativity are just the same, several 

issues may be raised up in this study. The following discusses about issues and further 

studies.   
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When you use this method, Can generate really creative ideas? 

This critic may be an eternal question for creativity. But, as mentioned in experimental 

discussion, this method is an improved method than existing techniques. It makes 

participants more attentive and also helps to mitigate constraining effect that is provoked 

by the techniques. Finally, this method may step up possibility of emerging creative 

ideas. And that is supported by results of this study. 

 

Optimization of hybrid metaphorming: About setting of changing timing  

As mentioned in theoretical issues, if participants who didn’t deliberate on a task are 

given cue or source on ideation, the constraining effect may aggravate seriously. 

Therefore, participants should do their best in free-willingness thinking stage, and they 

should be given sufficient time. In other words, when participants seemed to have 

reached a limit or difficulty on their thinking, that timing could be optimal point of 

conversion between thinking stages. This study claims that this way mitigates the 

constrain effect as well as maximizes using the source. It is similar to productive failure 

(Kapur, 2010), serendipity and Eureka. In addition, how can people judge the changing 

point of thinking stage themselves? This activity is involved in metacognition, and it 

depends on difficulty of task, individual, the number of source, etc. 

 

Optimization of hybrid metaphorming: About setting of source 

As mentioned in theoretical issues, this matter basically indicates to control 

unpredictability of creativity. Also, as this study has shown it, specific knowledge or 

principles in analogical reasoning may lead to increase of quantity and decrease of 

quality. Therefore, this study suggests using properly random concept or knowledge of 

another field from target domain.    
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Optimization of hybrid metaphorming: About the number of sources 

Participants or users of this method can determine the number of sources in the light of 

allocated time to solve a task. However, considering that participant could use source 

selectively, if enough time is given, the more may be the merrier. 

 

Maximization of hybrid metaphorming: About ideation 

In this study, utilization of given cues or source was encouraged as simple instruction. 

However, the more intensive instruction or way is considerable as the implication of this 

study. For example, it is to encourage participants to express their idea explicitly when 

they use metaphorming. Specifically, the following instructive procedures are possible – 

First, write down the emergent or related idea about target or task. Second, write down 

emergent concept or words relating given source. Third, write down the common things 

between the above written words, and combine or associate artificially with all the 

above written words or concepts. Finally, write down about solution of the task. That is, 

these explicit procedures may help user generate ideas more positively, and this is 

considerable as a follow-up study.  

 

Extension of hybrid metaphorming: About other tools 

How to extend hybrid metaphorming? The kernel of hybrid metaphorming is 

combination between thinking methods. That is, these mixed methods may mitigate 

shortcomings or constraints of thinking techniques. Therefore, this mixed method could 

be applied in other thinking techniques such as brainstorming, CPS, SCAMPER, 

collaborative thinking, and so on. That is, numerous forms of combination are possible. 

And these mixed methods could be denominated as complex hybrid method, and this 

topic is considerable as a follow-up study. 
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Research on thinking process & it aids. 

Though the present study didn’t discuss about thinking process, the process of problem 

solving or ideation is also important. Also, many thinking methodologies have referred 

about thinking process and its aids or proposals. Therefore, this topic needs to be 

considered as a follow-up study. In addition, extending this study, procedural proposals 

of the methodology could be to combined or mixed with hybrid metaphorming, once 

again.  

 

4.3. Conclusion 
 

In society, there are numerous studies and methodologies on thinking and creativity, 

and people strive to achieve creativity through artificial methods. However, human’s 

thinking or creativity is not easily controlled in itself due to cognitive constraints and 

tendencies. Also, thinking methodologies do not improve thinking skills as much as 

many people expect effect of them. Rather, controlled thinking may degrade the 

possibility of creativity. In this context, this study suggested using various mixed 

methods, and supported it through experiment. These insights and improved methods on 

thinking could be applied in various fields – e.g. enterprise and academia. Finally, this 

study expects to help improving thinking skills and to become better understood about 

thinking thorough follow-up study. 
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Appendix 1: Task sheet for Experiment 1 

 

<< A Idea generation task : Finding Function >> 
 
<TASK> Finding new function of a nickel-silver pot as much as possible. 
<instructions> 
☞ Imagine free-willingly about new function as much as possible. 

☞ A description is limited by 1 to 5 lines 

☞ If needed, describe a situation and derive a new function. 

☞ If needed, draw a picture and explain it. 

☞ The time limit is 20 minutes. 

☞ A reference Picture> An example of a nickel-silver pot 
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Appendix 2: Hint sheet for Experiment 1 – For Group No 2, 3 
 
<<Hint Sheet>> 
1. The following words are referential concepts to aid in the ideation of new functions for the 
pot.  
2. Considering the following words sequentially, please, imagine a new function.  

3. If there is a certain word that is aided for ideation, write down that word at ⓐ of answer 
sheet. If or not, leave a blank. 

▶ Hint  
Function, Shape & Design, 
Energy, Working space, 
Color, Aesthetic, Artistry, 
Weight, Materials, User 
 
 
 
 
 

▶ Hint  
Dictionary, Glasses, Climbing. 
Perfume, Planet, Tree, 
Olympic, Stairs, Paper, Map 

▶ Hint  
Gas stove, Ladle, Spoon & Chopsticks, 
TV, Computer, Phone, 
Wardrobe, shoes, Car 
 
 
 
 

▶ Hint 
Sunglasses, Veranda,  Diary,  
Picture frame, Magic, Hospital, 
Clock, Pyramid, Science 

▶ Hint  
Kitchen, Outside, Nature, 
Sea, Valley, Public place, 
Playground, Country, Entertainment 
 
 
 
 
 

▶ Hint  
Quadrangle, High weight, Plastic, 
Animal, Bugs, Chromatic color, 
Aversion, Transparency 
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Appendix 3: Answer sheet for Experiment 1 
 
※ Pleas, write down Idea No. at ⓐ. & describe new function briefly at ⓑ.  

ⓐ : Idea No. ⓑ : New function 

  

`  
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Appendix 4: Rubric for Experiment 1 
 
 
Functional  
Fixation 

Standard> 
The following cases are categorized in functional fixation 

☞ Cases that are directly related with COOK or STORAGE 
 
Example> 
 / use as a flowerpot / use as bowl for dogs / use as container for accessary / 
use as hot grill / use as a water pot / etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Non-Fixation 
 

Standard> 
The following cases are categorized in outside of fixation. 

☞ All functions except above standard on fixation 

☞ New function, Unique idea 

☞ A case that is description about specific situation  
 
Example> 
 / use as a musical instrument / use for NANTA performance / play at soldiers 
/ use as a hat / use at throw-play / use as an interior / use as a picture frame / 
make something after melting it / etc 
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Appendix 5: Task sheet for Experiment 2 
 
<< Idea generation task : Neologism generation & Product Design >> 
 
<Task> Imagine new refrigerator that is different from existing refrigerators, and Name 
it. 
 
<Instructions> 
※ Please imagine in the following order, and describe an answer. 
1. Think creatively! Be creative! 
2. Image new refrigerator and Name it. Make a neologism about it. An expression form is 
“OOOO refrigerator”. 
3. Describe it briefly with simple figure. 
 
<Notices> 
☞ Think like a conceptual designer about a product. 

☞ Create it as much as possible and freely. Try to generate a novel and original idea. 

☞ The criteria for evaluation are the amount of ideas, the novelty of the name, and the 
practicality / novelty / creativity of product. 
☞ Draw a simple figure, and a description that is limited to 1-5 lines 

☞ May request additional answer sheets as you needed. 

☞ Time limit is 40 minutes. 
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Appendix 6: Hint sheet for Experiment 2 – For Group No. 2, 3 
 
<<Hint Sheet>> 
1. The following words are referential concepts for conceptual design of refrigerator. 
2. Please look through the following words, and please, write down the related or associate 
words about it  
3. In considering the following words, please design a new refrigerator 
 
<Cues for thinking / Type-P> 

☞ Please, consider the following words about property of product. & Imagine through change 
of property. 
 
Property – Function, Shape & Design, Weight, Materials, User, Energy, Power, Color, Aesthetic, 
Artistry, Working space, etc. 
 
 

< Cues for thinking / Type-B> 

☞ Please, consider the following adjacent, peripheral products or technologies. & Apply it or 
Imagine it. 
  
Device for home – Kitchen equipment, Cleaner, Radio, TV, Broadcasting device, Intercom, Car, 
Wheel, Bed, etc. 
IT device – Digital frame, Display, Touch screen, Computer, etc 
Home networking device – Ubiquitous device, Smart home networking, Telephone, 
Communication device, Antenna, etc.  
All sorts of technologies – Rotation, Bar cord, Recipe, Finger scan, Printing, Cleaner, Remote 
control, AI, Biloboard & Memo., etc. 
 

< Cues for thinking / Type-T> 

☞ Please, consider & Imagine about a certain change or alternation of refrigerator at the 
following thematic situations. 
 
Relating a place – In/Out door, Outside, Restaurant, Hotel, Ice box, Kitchen apparatus, 
Shopping, Department, etc. 
Relating a function – Sterilization, Deodorization, Storage & Time, Temperature, etc. 
Relating storage - Food, Alcohol, Drink, Fermentation, Cosmetics, etc. 
Relating a design – Interior, Built-in, Potable, Art, Magic, etc. 
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Appendix 7: Hint sheet for Experiment 1 – For Group No. 4 
 
<<Hint Sheet>> 
1. The following words are referential concepts for conceptual design of refrigerator. 
2. Please look through the following words, and please, write down the related or associate 
words about it. 
3. In considering the following words, please design new refrigerator. 
 
< Cues for thinking / Type-R>  

☞ Please, apply the following referential words about design of product. 

☞ May add up any words about following words, and Apply it. 
 
Dictionary, Tissue, Cup, Glasses, Climbing, Perfume, Sand, Planet, Tree, Boxing, Olympic, 
Marathon, Stairs, Trashcan, Paper  
 

<Cues for thinking / Type-I> 

☞ Please, apply the following referential words about design of product. 

☞ May add up any words about following words, and Apply it. 
 
Clothes, Ear ring, Sunglasses, Shoes, Hair drier, Ball-pen, Diary, Chair, Frame, Lamp, Mirror, 
Windows, Dental clinic, Hospital, Fishing port 
 

< Cues for thinking / Type-A> 

☞ Please, apply the following referential words about design of product. 

☞ May add up any words about following words, and Apply it. 
 
Heater, Neglect and Living alone, Curve & Circle, Sphere, light weight, Chromatic color, 
Animals, Bugs, High-power, Aversion, Doorless, Empty, Amorphia, Weightless, Stench 
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Appendix 8: Answer sheet for Experiment 1 – For free association 
 
※ Please, write down a name of new refrigerator at ⓐ, describe about it briefly with simple 

figure at ⓑ. 

※ Please, make a neologism of the refrigerator that is expressed as the following form -  
‘OOOO refrigerator’.” 

<ⓐ: Name of Fridge>  
 

<ⓑ: Brief figure & Description>  
 
 
 

<ⓐ: Name of Fridge>  
 

<ⓑ: Brief figure & Description>  
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Appendix 9: Answer sheet of Experiment 2 – For metaphorming 
  
※ Please, design a refrigerator using given Hint sheet through considering its referential 
words. 

※ Please, put down the referential words of the Hint Sheet that were aided on ideation. If 
nothing use on ideation, Put down “nothingness”. 

※ May be no matter whatever your idea unrelated Hint sheet, Just be creative! 

※ Please, make a neologism of the refrigerator that is expressed as the following form -  
‘OOOO refrigerator’ 

<ⓐ: Name of Fridge>  
 
 
 
 
 
 

<ⓑ: Brief figure & Description>  
 
 
 
 
 
 

<ⓒ: Referential words>  
 
 
 

<ⓐ: Name of Fridge>  
 
 
 
 
 
 

<ⓑ: Brief figure & Description>  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

<ⓒ: Referential words>  
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Appendix 10: Rubric for Experiment2 
 
< Rules >  
 

☞ Assessment criteria are level of NAME, FUNCTION, SHAPE. 

☞ Evaluators assess them strictly by rubrics of this experiment. 

☞ Each idea is evaluated by a 5-point scale from 1 to 5 on each item  

☞ Each item is evaluated individually.  

☞ However, change of function causes change of shape, and vice versa. That is, function and 
shape are associated each other. In this context, when one feature (e.g. change of shape) depends 
critically on the other feature (change of function), whether function or shape on specific idea, a 
main feature item of the idea is evaluated literally by the rubric. And the other item applies 1 
point subtraction comparing to the rubric. 

☞ A case of conformity effect by given clues is subtracted 1 point. 

☞ For correlation of assessment among evaluators, each idea is adjusted through ‘Rubric for 
COHERENCE’. That is, ideas that are similar substantially to each other are evaluated and 
adjusted to the same point.  
 
<Rubrics> 
The following are the 4 rubrics for Experiment 2. 
 

☞ Rubric for NAME 

☞ Rubric for FUNCTION 

☞ Rubric for SHAPE  

☞ Rubric for COHERENCE 
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☞ Rubric for NAME 
Level Criteria & Descriptions 
1 <Criterion>  

Case that is long description or explanation, usual and plain vocabulary, routine and 
commonplace nouns or adjectives, etc. 
 
<Example> 
Type of description : it doesn’t have a door, very transparent  
Type of adjective: saving, fresh, pellucid 
Type of noun: Assembly, shelf life, frame, diet  
 

2 <Criterion>  
Most of adjective, usual noun, onomatopoeia, mimetic word, unique description, etc. 
 
<Example> 
Type of noun: SMART, Transparency, tapestry, touch, AI, air conditioner, chef  
Type of adjective: portable 
Onomatopoeia and mimetic word : clean-clean, barobao  

3 <Criterion>  
Compound noun, rhythmical word, fresh onomatopoeia and mimetic word, type of 
imperative sentence, using polysemy, etc.  
 
<Example> 
coldNwarm, Alrimi, slide, one touch, crossroad, chameleon, etc.  

4 <Criterion>  
Abbreviation, neologism, loanword, English, proprietary name, duplicity of sound and 
meaning, native tongue, pure Korean, etc. 
 
<Example> 
Mugunchungjong, Jubu9dan, Jandokdae, ilseorksajo, boxinbox, epunhan, asura,  
SSangSSang, Kujanggak, Shiny, eco, i-nara, etc.  

5 <Criterion>  
Case that is close to proprietary name in terms of marketing  
 
<Example> 
SangSang A-sak, jeongkanghyunsil smart, Jayeonjipung , Narlwihan(archaic Korean), 
hanawansung, ellehalf, Cleanity,AbsoluCook, Airator, Alfresh, Adbody, Wizard, NoRi, 
L&E, Cool Ziploc, 365 fresh, NIS, SlimN, MeCi, Home, I+, etc. 
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☞ Rubric for FUNCTION 
Level Criteria & Description 
1 <Criterion>  

Case that is insufficient description about function, slight change of function except default 
function – storage, freezing, etc., slight change of function by change of shape,  case that is 
simple description about basic function -  freezing, storage, deodorization, air washer, water 
purifier, etc. 
 
<Example> 
Water purifier, doorless, simple memo, bulletin board, simple, wheels, etc.  

2 <Criterion>  
Simple combination on other appliances, some change of function by change of shape, low 
level of functionality, etc. 
 
<Example> 
Recipe information, alarm of shelf life, transparent door, For cosmetics, Combination 
example: TV, Air conditioner, heating cabinet, micro-oven, purifier, changing transparency 
of door, focus on mobility, etc. 

3 <Criterion>   
Complex function, Unique function, high technology , 
The following cases are more than 3.   
Practicality, possible of application is high / New product family/ beyond kitchen or kitchen 
utensils / linking with network or smart phone/ detail description about realization of 
ubiquitous environment, etc. 
 
<Example>  
Detail description about cooking, For book or cloth, measurement by sensor and alarming a 
degree of pollution – e.g. microorganism, transparent function thorough touch button, 
suggesting diet menu and calculation of calorie, etc. 

4 <Criterion>   
Unique function, transition into new field,  
High level of complex function, Ubiquitous, etc.  
 
<Example>  
Ubiquitous, potable fridge using solar heat, using tablet or electronic device, etc. 

5 <Criterion>  
High possibility of marketability, possibility of commercialization, big change of function, 
product for future, etc. 
 
<Example> 
Rapid cooling-off period cooling device, subminiature fridge for beverage, cooling pole, etc. 
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☞ Rubric for SHAPE  
Level Criteria & Description 
1 <Criterion>  

Typical quadrangle, regular hexahedron, simple morphological change, insufficient 
description about shape. Simple change of shape by change of function, etc. 
 
<Example> 
Doorless quadrangle shape, separating inner space, shape of drawer, attached mirror on door, 
simple change of color, addition of door, etc  
 

2 <Criterion>   
Some change about typical shape, big morphological change for change of function. Simple 
description about change of shape. 
 
<Example> 
Simple manipulation of door – e.g. insertion of external drawer, sliding door,  
Picture or pattern on door or appearance, inner rotary valve.  
 
 

3 <Criterion>  
Breaking typical shape, utilization of surrounded space – e.g. interior  
Pursuing aesthetics or beauty, New shape, etc. 
 
<Example> 
Sphere, circle, built in-wall or underground, transparency + picture, wall-hanging, interior, 
etc.  
 

4 <Criterion>  
Big change of shape, Pursuing aesthetics or beauty, New shape, complex shape, etc.  
 
<Example> 
Assembly, box type, detachable, mobility & portable, etc. 

5 <Criterion>  
Shocking shape, New shape 
 
<Example> 
Cooling pole, kitchen system, etc.  
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☞ Rubric for COHERENCE 

※ The following descriptions indicate key feature of idea. And their numbers indicate score of idea – 
NAME, FUNCTION, SHAPE in order  
※ The following ‘X’ on NAME is determined individually by a specific name of idea.  

<Example> 
 
Transparency fridge → 221 

Transparent fridge → 121 

Sterilization fridge →111   

Simple deodorization → 111  

Touch screen → X21 

Simple display of shelf life of foods → X21 

Finger scan & security → X31 

Cosmetics fridge → X21 

Shoes fridge → X21 

Clothes fridge & Complex → X32 

Clothes fridge & built in → X33 

Inserting fishing port → X21 

Inserting flowerpot → X21 

Combining with table & Complex → X33 

Combining with table & Simple → X23 

Drawer type & index → X22  

Inner rotary valve → X12 

Simple built in wall → X22 

Focusing cooking & automatic → X32 

Inserting tablet & drawing picture → X32 

Segregated inner space → X11 

Cylinder type & rotation → X23 

Combining bed & Complex → X32  

Combining bed & Simple → X22 

Bag type → X22 

Bag type & detail description → X32 

Carrier type-→ X33  

Carrier type + solar heat → X43 

Combining vending machine → X21 

Post-it function at inner space →  X21 

Simple bulletin board → X11 
 

 
 
Waste-disposal unit → X31 

Fridge for memorabilia → X32 

Bookshelf & Complex → X32 

Medicine fridge → X21 

Language teaching fridge → X33 

Portable & Detail description → X32 

Portable & Complex & High Tech → X44 

Mirror → X12 
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Appendix A: Task sheet for Experiment 1 
 

<< 아이디어 발상 과제 : 기능 찾기 >> 

 

<과제> 양은 냄비로 할 수 있는 양은 냄비의 새로운 기능을 최대한 많이 도출하시오. 

 

<지시 사항> 

☞ 새로운 기능을 자유롭게 최대한 많이 도출하여라.  

☞ 설명 기술은 1~5줄 정도로 제한한다.  

☞ 필요하다면, 상황을 설명하고 새로운 기능을 도출해도 좋다. 

☞ 필요하다면, 그림을 그리고 설명해도 좋다. 

☞ 답안지는 필요한 만큼 추가 요청할 수 있다. 

☞ 제한 시간은 20분 

☞ 참고 그림> 양은 냄비의 예시 
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Appendix B: Hint sheet for Experiment 1 – For Group No 2, 3 
 
<<Hint Sheet>> 

1. 다음은 냄비의 새로운 기능을 생각하는 데에 참고할 만한 개념이다.  

2. 하기의 단어들을 순차적으로 고려해 보면서 새로운 기능을 떠올린다.   

3. 답안 작성에 도움이 된 하기의 단어가 있다면, 답안지의 ⓐ란에 기입한다. 없다면 

기입하지 않는다. 

▶ Hint  

기능, 형태 및 디자인,  

에너지, 사용공간, 

색깔, 심미성, 예술성,  

무게, 재질, 사용자, 

 
 
 
 
 

▶ Hint  

사전, 안경, 등산,  

향수, 행성, 나무,  

올림픽, 계단, 종이, 지도 

 

▶ Hint  

가스레인지, 국자, 수저, 

TV, 컴퓨터, 헨드폰,  

옷장, 구두, 자동차,  

 
 
 
 
 
 

▶ Hint 

선글라스, 베란다, 다이어리,  

액자, 마술, 병원,  

시계, 피라미드, 과학 

 

▶ Hint  

주방, 야외, 자연,  

바다, 계곡, 공공장소,  

놀이터, 시골, 오락 

 
 
 
 
 
 

▶ Hint  

사각형, 고중량, 플라스틱,  

동물, 곤충, 유채색, 혐오감, 투명 
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Appendix C: Answer sheet for Experiment 1 
 

※ ⓐ은 아이디어 번호를 기입하시오. ⓑ에는 새로운 기능을 간략히 적으시오. 

ⓐ : Idea No. ⓑ : 새로운 기능 

  

`  
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Appendix D: Rubric for Experiment1 
 

능  고착 > 

다  경우는 능  고착  한다.  

☞ 리 또는 보 에 직   경우 

 

> 

 사 한다 / 개 그  사 한다 / 액 리  담는다 /  

사 한다 /  내는 가지  사 한다 / 등등 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

능  고착

 아닌 것 

>  

다  경우는 그  아 어  한다.  

☞ 앞에  능  고착  한 든 경우    

☞ 새 운 능, 독특한 아 어 

☞ 사  도에 한 체  상   는 경우 

 

> 

악  사 한다 / 난타 공연  한다 / 병   한다 /  사 한

다 / 지  게  한다 / 리어  사 한다 / 액  사 한다 / 여

 다  것  만든다 / 등등  
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Appendix E: Task sheet for Experiment 2 
 

<< 아이디어 발상 과제 : 신조어 생성과 제품 구상>> 

 

<과제> 기존의 냉장고와는 다른 새로운 냉장고를 구상하고 그 이름을 붙이시오. 

 

<지시 사항> 

※ 다음의 순서대로 생각하고 답을 작성한다. 

1. 창의적으로 생각한다! Be creative! 

2. 새로운 냉장고를 구상하고 이름을 붙인다. 냉장고 명칭은 “OOOO 냉장고”로 표현하여 

신조어를 만드시오. 

3. 간략한 그림과 설명을 기술한다.  

 

<주의 사항> 

☞ 제품의 컨셉 디자이너(Concept designer)처럼 생각하라. 

☞ 자유롭게 가능한 많은 아이디어를 내어라. 기발하고 참신한 아이디어를 내도록 노력한다. 

☞ 평가 기준은 구상한 냉장고의 개수와 이름의 참신성, 그리고, 제품의 실용성과 기발함, 

창의성이다.  

☞ 간략한 그림을 그린다. 그리고 설명 기술은 1~5줄 정도로 제한한다.  

☞ 답안지는 필요한 만큼 추가 요청할 수 있다. 

☞ 제한 시간은 40분 
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Appendix F: Hint sheet for Experiment 2 – For Group No. 2, 3 
 
<<Hint Sheet>> 

1. 다음은 냉장고 구상 설계와 관련하여 참고할 만한 개념이다.  

2. 하기에 있는 단어들을 생각해본다. 그리고 그와 관련하여 떠오르는 단어를 추가해 본다. 

3. 하기의 단어들을 순차적으로 고려해 보면서 새로운 냉장고를 구상한다.  

<생각할 단서 / Type-P> 

☞ 다음과 같은 제품의 속성에 대해 고려하여 속성 변화, 변경을 적용하여 발상을 하시오. 

 

속성 - 기능, 형태 및 디자인, 무게, 재질, 사용자, 에너지, 전력, 색깔, 심미성, 예술성, 

사용공간 etc. 

<생각할 단서 / Type-B> 

☞ 다음과 같은 주변 혹은 다른 영역의 제품 또는 기술을 접목하거나 적용하여 구상해 

보시오. 

가정용 기기 - 주방기기, 세척기, 라디오, TV, 방송 기기, 인터폰, 자동차, 바퀴, 침대 etc. 

IT 기기- 디지털 액자, 디스플레이, 터치 스크린, 컴퓨터 etc. 

홈 네트워킹 기기 - 유비쿼터스 기기, 스마트 홈 네트워킹, 전화기, 통신 기기, 안테나 etc. 

각종 기술 - 회전, 바코드, 레시피, 지문인식, 프린팅, 세척기, 리모콘, 인공지능, 알림판 및 

메모 etc. 

<생각할 단서 / Type-T> 

☞ 다음과 같은 주제별로 상황에서, 어떠한 변경, 변화가 가능하지 고려하여 구상해 보시오.  

 

장소 관련 - 실내외, 야외, 요식업소, 호텔, 아이스 박스, 주방 용품, 쇼핑, 백화점 etc. 

기능 관련 - 살균, 탈취, 보관, 보관 시간, 온도 etc. 

보관 관련 - 음식, 술, 음료수, 발효식품, 화장품 etc. 

디자인 관련 - 인테리어, 붙박이, 포터블, 예술, 미술, 매직 etc. 
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Appendix G: Hint sheet for Experiment 1 – For Group No. 4 
 
<<Hint Sheet>> 

1. 다음은 냉장고 구상 설계와 관련하여 참고할 만한 개념이다.  

2. 하기에 있는 단어들을 생각해본다. 그리고 그와 관련하여 떠오르는 단어를 추가해 본다. 

3. 하기의 단어들을 순차적으로 고려해 보면서 새로운 냉장고를 구상한다.  

<생각할 단서 / Type-R> 

☞ 다음의 단어들을 참고하여 제품 구상에 적용해 보시오. 

☞ 하기 관련하여 떠오르는 어떤 단어를 추가하여도 좋으며, 이를 제품 구상에 

적용해보시오. 

 
 

사전, 휴지, 컵, 안경, 등산, 향수, 모래, 행성, 나무, 권투, 올림픽, 마라톤, 계단, 휴지통, 종이 

<생각할 단서 / Type-I> 

☞ 다음 단어를 참고하여 제품 구상에 적용해 보시오. 

☞ 하기 관련하여 떠오르는 어떤 단어를 추가하여도 좋으며, 이를 제품 구상에 

적용해보시오. 

 

옷, 귀걸이, 선글라스, 구두, 헤어드라이기, 볼펜, 다이어리, 의자, 액자, 형광등, 거울, 창문,  

치과, 병원, 어항 

<생각할 단서 / Type-A> 

☞ 다음 단어를 참고하여 제품 구상에 적용해 보시오. 

☞ 하기 관련하여 떠오르는 어떤 단어를 추가하여도 좋으며, 이를 제품 구상에 

적용해보시오. 

 

온열기, 방치 및 방관, 곡선 및 원형, 구, 저중량, 유채색, 동물, 곤충, 고전력, 혐오감, 

문이 없음, 빈공간, 형태 없음, 무게 없음, 악취,  
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Appendix H: Answer sheet for Experiment 1 – For free association 
 

※ ⓐ에는 새로운 냉장고의 명칭을 적고, ⓑ에는 간략한 그림과 설명을 적으시오. 

※ 냉장고 명칭은 “OOOO 냉장고”로 표현하여 신조어를 만드시오. 

<ⓐ: 냉장고의 명칭> <ⓑ: 간략한 그림과 설명>  

 
 
 
 

<ⓐ: 냉장고의 명칭> <ⓑ: 간략한 그림과 설명> 
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Appendix I: Answer sheet for Experiment 2 – For metaphorming  
 

※ 추가로 주어진 Hint sheet 란의 단어들을 활용 및 참고하여 새로운 냉장고를 구상하시오. 

※ 하기에 ⓒ에는 냉장고 구상에 도움이 된 Hint sheet 의 단어를 적으시오. 없다면 

“없음”으로 적으시오. 

※ 구상한 냉장고가 Hint sheet 란의 단어들과 관련이 없어도 무방하며, 최대한 창의성을 

발현하시오. 

※ 냉장고 명칭은 “OOOO 냉장고”로 표현하여 신조어를 만드시오. 

<ⓐ: 냉장고의 명칭> 

 
 

<ⓑ: 간략한 그림과 설명>  

 
 
 
 

<ⓒ: 참고된 단어> 

 
 

<ⓐ: 냉장고의 명칭> 

 
 
 

<ⓑ: 간략한 그림과 설명>  

 
 
 
 
 

<ⓒ: 참고된 단어> 
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Appendix J: Rubric for Experiment2  
 
<채  >   

☞ 평가  , 능, 태  수 다. 

☞ 평가 는 본 실험  채   엄격  평가한다. 

☞ 각각  아 어는 각각  평가 항 에 해 5  척도  1 에  5  평가 다. 

☞ 각 항 들  독립  평가 다.  

☞ 그러나 능  변 는 태  변  하 , 그  마찬가지 다. , 능과 

태는  연 어 다. 러한 맥 에 , 하나  특징 항 ( 능  변 )  나 지 

다  특징 항 ( 태 변 )에 결  향 하에  는, 능 든 태든, 한 

아 어에 해 주  항  채   그  평가하 , 다  항  채   

비 1  차감하여 한다.   

☞ 단  사 에 한 Conformity effect 는 1  차감한다.  

☞ 평가 간  평가   갖  해, 각 아 어는 ‘  갖  한 

채 ’에 해 다. , 실질  사한 아 어들  같  수  평가 고 

다.  

 

 

<채 > 

다  채  상 다. 

☞ 에 한 채   

☞ 능에 한 채  

☞ 태에 한 채   

☞  갖  한 채   
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☞  한 채   

Level Criteria & Description 

1 < >  

술  게 나열한 경우, 상 고 평 한 어 , 진 한 사나 사  

 

<답안 > 

술 :  없는,  보 는, 다 비 는 

사 : 약 , 신 한, 한 

사 : 립식, 통 한, 액 , 다 어트 

 

2 < >  

 사, 평 한 사, 어, 태어  

 술  경우에도 독창  는 경우 

 

<답안 > 

사 : 스마트, , 벽걸 , , 공지능, 에어컨, 리사 사 : 

포 블 

어, 태어: 끗 끗,   

3 < >  

복합 사 ,  , 참신한 어, 태어, , 어  리나 미  

  

 

<답안 > 

한랭 난, 알리미, 슬 드, 원 , 가 본능,  등 

 

4 < >  

약어, 신 어, 어, 어, 상 , 어  리나 미   , 

고 어, 순수 한  등 

 

< > 

균청 , 주 9단, 독 , 사 , e편한, 아수 , , 규 각, Shiny, 

eco, 아 나 , 등 

 

5 < >  

4 상  상 에 가 운 경우  

 

<답안 > 

生生 아삭, 강 실, 연지  나 한 - 순한  고어, 하나 , 엘 하프, 

리니티, 엡 쿠쿡, Airator, Alfresh, 에드 , Wizard, NoRi, L&E, 쿨 

지 , 365 fresh, NIS, 슬림 N, MeCi, Home, I+ 등 
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☞ 능  한 채  

Level Criteria & Description 

1 < >  

능 변 에 한 술  한 경우, 냉   보  능  능 변 가 

미미할 경우, 태 변  한 능변 가 미미할 경우, 냉 고  본  

능  냉 , 탈취, 보 , 수, 공 청  등에 한 간략한 술  경우  

 

<답안 > 

수 ,  없는, 단순 나 알림  가, 단순  , 등 

 

2 < >  

다  과 단순 결합한 경우, 태 변  해 능 변 가  경우, 

능  수  낮  경우 

 

<답안 > 

시피 알림, 통 한 알림,  함,  냉 고,  

다  과 단순 결합  (TV, 에어컨, 고, 지, 빙수나 수 

능,  도 변  능, Bulit in 등  해 공간 나 동 만  

강  경우 등 

3 < >  

복합 능  가, 독특한 능  가, 술  수   경우 

다  경우에는 3  상 다.  

실 , 실   가능  는 경우 / 새 운  도 할 경우 / 

식 나 주   어날 경우 / 스마트 폰 나 트워  연동할 경우 / 

비쿼 스 경 에 해 체  술   경우  

 

<답안 > 

리  체  술, 단순 식  책 나,  등 도 ,  통해 미생  

도   알림, 책 나  등  한 냉 고, 식단   리 계산, 

어 는 식재료 식 후 천 뉴  동 알림, 단순한  아닌 

튼 나   통해 ,  변한 경우 등 

4 < > 

새 운 도, 야  , 복합 능  수   경우 

비쿼 스  복합 능에 한 체  술   경우 

 

<답안 >  

비쿼 스, 태양열  한  냉각  등 

 

5 < > 

 실  거나 상  가능   경우 

능 변  폭   경우, 미   경우 

 

<답안 > 

 냉각 ,   료수 보 , 냉각  등 
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☞ 태에 한 채  

Level Criteria & Description 

1 < >  

 단순 사각  내지는 약간  변 , 태 변 에 한 술  없거나 

한 경우, 능 변 에 한 단순하거나 미미한  변  경우  

 

<답안 > 

 없는 4가 , 내   나눔, 내  , 에 단순 거울   경우, 

 양  2개 단 경우, 단순  색 변  경우 등 

 

2 < >  

4각 에  약간  변 가 는 경우, 능 변  통해 태  변 가 다  

는 경우, 능상 새 운  상 지만 능 심  태 사가 한 

경우, 능 술에 근거하여 태  복  상 는 경우  

 

<답안 > 

단순한 개  -  , 미닫 , 상하 열림 , 슬 드  

에 술  그림 도 , 내   도  등 

3 < >  

 단순 사각  어난 경우, 공간 나 심미  한 경우- 

리어 역할, 새 운 태  

 

<답안 > 

, 원 , , Built in-벽, 지  경우, 과 그림, 리어  합  

경우, 벽걸  등 

 

4 < >  

 변 가  경우, 심미  , 복합  경우, 새 운  경우  

 

<답안 > 

립식, 스 , 탈 착, 동   등  강  경우 등 

 

5 < >  

 태가  경우, 격  경우 

 

<답안 > 

 태  순간 냉각 , 주  체  결합  경우 등 
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☞  갖  한 채  

※ 하  술  해당 아 어  핵심 사항  나타낸 것 ,  숫 는 , 능, 

태 순  수 다.  

※ 하  X  에 한 평가는 해당 아 어  특  에 해 결 한다.  

< > 

 

 냉 고 → 221 

한 냉 고 → 121 

살균 냉 고 → 111   

단순 탈취 → 111  

스 린 → X21 

 & 단순 통 한 시 → X21 

지 식 & 보  → X31 

 냉 고 → X21 

신  냉 고 → X21 

 냉 고 & 복 함 → X32 

 냉 고 &  → X33 

어항 단순 삽  → X21 

 삽  → X21 

블과 결합 & 단순 → X23 

블과 결합 & 복 함 → X33 

식 & 스 → X22  

내  도  → X12 

단순 만  → X22 

리, 리 & 동 → X32 

그림  삽  & 그림 그리  → X32 

별 할 도 → X11 

원통 태 &  → X23 

냉 고  결합 & 복 함 → X32  

 결합 & 단순 → X22 

단순 가  태 → X22  

가  태 & 체  술 → X32 

단순 리어 → X33  

단순 리어 + 태양열  → X43 

 결합 → X21 

내  에 포스트  도  → X21 

단순 알림  경우 → X11 

지 식 보  → X31 

 

 

 

식  처리  결합 → X31 

수집  냉 고 → X32 

책  & 복 함 → X32 

약  보  → X21 

어학 공  → X33 

 & 체  술 → X32 

 & 복 함 & 하   → X44 

거울 착 → X12 
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ABSTRACT IN KOREAN ( ) 
 

하 브리드 타포  한 아 어 상  진 
 

민식 

동과  지과학 공 

울 학  학원 
 

 

재  사 에  간  창 고 생산  사고 능  생  한 

우 가  여겨지 , 학계  업에 는 러한 사고 능 에 해 수많  

연  쏟아내고 다. 그러나, 에 한 학계  업에  연   

매우 상 하 , 는 다. 또한 사 에 는 검  지 않  각  

사고 들  난 하 , 사고에 한 못  통 들  만연해 다.  

 에 해 본 연 는 , 간  지 능 , 창 , 사고  

원리  한계  지과학 에   고찰하여  연  향  

시하고 한다. 본 연 에   고찰  결  사고는 도  

통  쉽지 않 , 사고에 한  통 는 사고  편향  

수 하 , 한 향  사고가 도  수 다는 것 다. 그러나, 

사학  사고 과 들   사고   통 만  

강 하 , 는  사고,  한 사고  도  수 는 

창  가능  마  해시킬 개연  다.  

 다 , 본 연 는 러한 학  고찰   사고   

주 원리   사고  심   사고  개   안한다. 

본 연 가 안하는 사고   사고  도  사 할 것  

아니   상과  상  함께 합한 태  사 해야 한다는 

것 다. 체  합  식 , 첫째 안   상과 

(Techniques)에 한 통  상  합하는 것 다. ,  

상   한 후 사고  사 하여  사고  극 하 , 

사고 에 한 약 과(Conformity effect)  하는 것 다. 째 

안  체계  상과  상  합하는 것 다. ,  사고 

에 한 편향  등  극복하  한 것   상 에 

사 는 체계  단 나 지식, 스 마 에도  개 , 계없는 

듯한 개 , 어 등  도 하여 엉뚱함 에 하고 가  는 생각  
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도 하도  하는 것 다.  본 연 에 는 하 브리드 타포  (hybrid 

metaphorming)  하 다. 그리고  실험    실행하 다.  

 실험  행 연 들  비실  개 하고, 또한 산  사고 능  

하  하여 실험 1  주어진 상 객체에 한 능 찾  과  

하 고 실험 2 는 공학에  개  계  하여 신  상에 한 

과  하 다. 그리고   실험에   통   상 나 

  사고 도  한 그룹에 비해 실험  하 브리드 

타포  그룹  아 어  질과 양  에  미한 향상  결과  

얻었다.  

약하 , 본 연 는 사고에 한 못  통   사고  별없는 

사 에 해  지과학  통찰  시함과 어 사고  개  

향  시하고 또한  검 하 다. 는 사고   해결 야  

학  가 , 사 에  실   가능한 가  는 연 고 

할 것 다. 

 

주 어: 하 브리드 타포 , 아 어 상, 사고 도 , 창 , 지  

약 

학 : 2010-22975 
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